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Preface

This user's guide describes the centre piece of spectral analysis programs for
Extrap-Tl. In chapter 1, the method for spectral analysis is presented theoreti-
cally. Chapter 2 presents the actual use of the program PROBEScHUSS. For the
more ambitious user, chapter 3 describes how to work on the multiplet library.

The appendix deals with what you never need again after some two or three
days of program execution. Appendix A describes the expected data format
for spectra, calibration files and fit files, appendix B explains how to install the
program on your account, and there are appendices that show how to use panels
and interactive graphics.

The present user's guide is about PROBEScHUSS 2.1 and MULTIFIT 2.0. There
are three more programs in the analyis package, which are not documented here,
namely SHOTlNFO, SHOTLlST and SCATTERPLOT. The main reason is, that
they are mostly Extrap-Tl specific. SCATTERPLOT is the program that actually
accesses the database of multiplet intensity measurements, but also plasma raw
data and processed data, like electron density or input power. A similar program
should -.% rewritten with IDL for Extrap-T2. SHOTLlST is just a service program
for Sc \ 1 ERPLOT. Some SHOTlNFO data are accessed by PROBESCHUSS, but if
they r i ot available, the program will function anyway.

T * programs in this user's guide are at present installed on the VAX-cluster
at • he Department of Physics I, KTH. If you are interested to install them on
yon: own VAX, you can receive a copy free of charge, proper acknowledgment
asw-.med. How we would go about to install it remains to be seen. The system
Tea irements to run PROBEScHUSS are, that you have VMS 5.1 or newer, with
VA.vUIS workstation graphics installed. If you are running DECwindows, you need
XUIS-routines in addition. MULTlFlT is a straight batch mode program, written
in FORTRAN, without any machine specific routines. It uses NAG MARK 15-
library routines for the solution of linear equations, and to calculate F-function
and Voigt function.
This user's guide was formatted using
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Chapter 1

Method

1.1 General remarks on least squares fits

Given an array of values from an experiment C,, i = 1,JV representing counts
per channel that shall be fitted by a function Fi(pj) that depends on parameters
Pj,j = l,m we can define a quantity1

'Lin —

='tc? •=

where K is a real number that determines the so called weight factor W{ = C*. A
value K > 0 is used to put emphasis on high countrates and K < 0 to put emphasis
on low countrates (i.e. on background). The choice of fit function F,(pj) will be
presented in chapter 1.2. Having defined S2, the task is now to minimise it. This
is done by means of an m-dimensional Newton iteration

dS
= 0 =

ciF

P
MAp'

h =

p '

b
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Here F' and p' indicate the fit function and fit parameters, respectively, in the
previous iteration step. In a modification, the user has the option to define

'To avoid confusion : i is just a runnig index in this user's guide for summations, the channel
number is defined as U, The fit thus will be performed between channels I\ and IN- The range
of channels can be chosen by the user.
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where the Newton iteration is performed using

dFf dF[

1=1
Ff dp] dp'k

1 e)F
1 (In F/ - In C , - ) - £ £ L

At present, I normally perform a logarithmic fit with K = 1.0.
Defining the quantity to be minimised in different ways like this makes it difficult
to measure success between different approaches Therefore, a third, "true", \2 is
calculated for comparison, which includes the number of fit parameters m.

N - m. £f

From a given set of start values, the iteration scheme will normally converge fast
towards the minimum. However, as long as p' is a bad approximation of p, Ap
may be too large and the solution will diverge. This is prevented by modifying
the diagonal of the matrix M

where 3 is the so called damping factor. This effectively reduces the size of Ap.
Divergence is prevented by this for the cost of speed. Therefore, 0 shall be reduced
when approaching the minimum. This is done in MuLTlFlT, by calculating three
different Ap using the previous 3 := /?', 2 0' and | /?'. Assuming that the new S2

has a quadratic dependence on 3, the new /3oPTi which should give the best S2, is
calculated. With this /?opTi M Ap' = b is solved one more time. /?OPT becomes
3' in the next iteration step and so on. This procedure ensures, that as long
as you are far away from the solution, no dangerously large parameter changes
are undertaken. When you approach the solution, the speed of convergence is
increased.

The recommended value for 0 in the first iteration from the start value is /?INIT =
1.5. If a fit diverges, increase 0vsn- If this does not help, check your choice of
background or expected ionisation stages!

Iteration comes to an end if one of the following conditions is fulfilled
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• After an iteration. Apj < epj Vj. The recommended value is c = 1 x 10""1.

• During an iteration step, the calculated Ap causes an increase in S2. The
program will then use the set of parameters before the fatal iteration step.

• The required accuracy s is not achieved after A7^,, iterations. The main
reason to introduce this parameter is, to prevent the program from looping
forever.

After the fit. you can tell which condition occured by checking the number of
performed iterations and the number of not well fitted parameters in the .LOG
file for your fit job or in the comments display panel in PROBESCHI'SS. The .LOG
file displays their evolution for each iteration step, the comments display panel
shows the final result only. In the first case, less than -Vmax iterations have been
performed, and all parameters are well fitted. In the second case, there are still
not well fitted parameters, and in the third the number of performed iterations
is identical to -Ymax.

The first condition may, however, be true also when the damping factor 3 is large,
since decreasing parameter changes is exactly what it does. You can check this
possibility, by looking up the .LOG file for your fit job or the comments display
panel in PROBESCHI'SS. The damping factor after the last, successful iteration
should be smaller than the value you set in the fit mode selection panel.

1.2 The choice of fit function

The fit function F,(pj), depending on parameters pj, j = l.rn is given by

F, =

h, — cos(6 arccos(.r,))

/,.. =

F W H M / Q

Voigt
Hr+iu) \

- ^ / exp(-t2)dt\

\a-i

-**a '*a,i
n-0

A,,,, = cos (a arccos(.r,))

with .r,f[-l. 1] for channel numbers i>[l. 1024]. The choice of base functions B
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for background2 and base functions A for spectral dispersion is called Tchebycheff
function3. SnA is the sensitivity in (Counts/Channel)/(Ph/(cm2 sr Å)). if avail-
able, otherwise the program uses the spectral dispersion in Å/Channel. Thus the
fitted intensities are always in physically meaningful units of Ph/(cm2 sr .4) or
Counts/A for continuum, and Ph/(cm2 sr) or Counts for multiplets. The raw
data are unaltered.

The parameters for the spectral dispersion -4a may be fitted. The result shall be
that j.4a| < |.4a'| for a > a', since each term has to be considered a correction to
all previous terms. Should this not be the case, then the chosen Xa is probably
inappropriate. For the YUY. Xa = 4 is default, for the Visible .Ya = 2 is the
current working hypothesis. You may select Xa < 6.

The constant Cj in the lineshape function / is chosen such, that

fc.\d\ = 1

Cf = FVVHM/o

Voigt

The parameter AA^ . i.e. the full width at half maximum for the first possible
choice, is common to all spectral lines. The line shape parameter Q e [0. \/2]
approaches 0.0 if the lines are Gaussian and is 1.0 if the lines are Lorentzian.
Values above y/2 give infinite total line intensity and are therefore forbidden.
The F-function is evaluated using XAG MARK 15 subroutine S14ABF.
The Yoigt function is expressed as the real part of the probability integral with
complex argument (XAG MARK 15 subroutine S15DDF), where AAcaus» is the 1/e
width of the Gauss function, and AALorentz is the half width at half maximum of
the Lorentz function4. Thus for a = 1 and AAGauss = 0, both functions give ;he
same result, if AAj/2 = 2AALorrmz. For Q = 0 and AA^,*,^ = 0, both functions
give the same result if AAi/2 = 2\/ln2AAGauss- There is no unique algebraic
relation between AAj/2 and AALorentz o r AAGaus» a t intermediate values of a.
Each multiplet component is followed out to a fraction of the central intensity,
the recommended value is £ = 1.0 x 10~\ This choice will then correspond to a

2This may be continuum, but let's call it background.
3In the special case of a linear spectral dispersion, the parameters -4o are related to the

wavelength A(/<) as

,4o = 0.5 (A(1024)-A(l))

Ai = A0-\H)

which means that Ao is the wavelength in the centre of the array, and A\ = 510.5 x -j--. where
jfc is the spectral dispersion in Å/Channel.

4The program calculates with these parameters at the lowest level, but output to terminal,
files and graphics is always the FWHM for both Gaussian and Lorentzian.
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certain number of channels around the line center t]XOc. which depends on
and o. or AAi,l>rrnu and AA(;auss. respectively.
The first sum over ij in the fit function represents spectral orders. For the VUV.
using the 450 (/nun grating. .V, = 3 will be the default. For the 290 f/mm
grating, even .V,, = 5 may be necessary*. For the visible, setting Xn ^ 1 will
signal to the program, that it shall expect also multiplets with wavelengths X0.c
otherwise outside the observed wavelength range. In that case, the ratio of the
efficiency in higher orders to that in first order (=IV) has to be fixed to 1.0.
unlike for the VUV, where Iv can be fitted. The sum over spectral orders also
includes the background. There is an option in the program, not to consider the
background in higher orders.

The sum over (, i.e. the sum over multiplets. includes a sum over c, i.e. multiplet
components. Their intensities are derived from known atomic physics data (sta-
tistical weight, radiative transition probability), which are read from input files
(see chapter 3). The definition of Ic is that

Let me finally summarsise the set of free fit parameters p3,j = l.m

• Xa parameters .4O for the spectral dispersion. They represent coefficients
for Tchebycheff functions on the channel number range [1,1024], i.e. a
Tchebycheff polynomial expansion of degree .Va — 1

• JV,, — 1 parameters /,, for higher order efficiencies, normalised to the efficiency
in first order. Thus In-\ is a dummy parameter and not fitted.

• Two parameters for the line shape, namely AA1/2 and a for the FWHM/o
function, or AALorenlz and AAcauss for the Voigt function.

• ,V(, parameters /;, for background. They represent coefficients for Tcheby-
cheff functions on the channel number range [1,1024], i.e. a Tchebycheff
polynomial expansion of degree JVj — 1, with iVj, < 15.

• Nf parameters If for the multiplet intensities.

Thus we have m - 2 + -Va + JV,, - 1 + Nb + N,_ free parameters in the fit. Whilst
this is true in principal, the user may fix any parameter to which the program
seems to be oversensitive or that is known otherwise. For example, analysing a
series of VUV spectra without turning the grating will result in slightly different
spectral dispersion results, line shape and width and higher order efficiency. The
average of these coefficients may then be determined with the help of the program
ScATTERPLOT and the fits can be reperformed with these coefficients fixed.

5This was clearly observed with He spectra on Vascatron.
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The iminlier of multiples .V, will depend on the ionisation stages you whish to
consider in the fit. The program selects multiplets from a library file (see chapter
3) provided the wavelength Xo_, of any of its c multiplet components is inside the
wavelength interval [At — 3 AAi/2. \c + 3 AA1/2].
For each selected species, the lineshape parameters may be chosen like the instru-
mental parameters (default) or individually. If the FWHM/o function is chosen,
this means that each species may have its own AAi/2 and/or o. In case the Voigt
function is chosen, this means that a Voigt function, which is common for all
lines and describes the instrumental line profile, is convoluted for each species
such that

— ^ " L orcnlz.insJr "t"

Gauss.inslr T Gauss,Species

This is particularly meant for ion temperature measurements, where the addi-
tional AAGauss,spWies is related to the ion temperature. Of course this works only,
as long as a single Yoigt function gives a reasonable description of the instrumen-
tal broadening.
For molecular spectra, the intensities Ic of lines in a molecular band can be
described by a single free parameter, the rotation temperature 0;.

1.3 Start procedure

A least squares fit will converge towards a minimum starting with any set of
parameters, that are reasonably close to it, so the real art is to find good start
values. This is done in Ml'LTlFlT by explicitly set values for spectral dispersion,
line shape and ratio of higher order efficiencies to first order efficiencies (read
from the batch mode .CTR file) and a kind of base function decomposition for
background and multiplet intensities. The latter is described in this chapter.

Let us rewrite the fit function introduced in the previous chapter

F,

F,

9n,i =

•V,

1=1

n = l

1=1
E
(.=0

•V/ / V - < N

E E Ic fa
(=\ \<-=i >

ne[A*t + l,JV,]
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The batch mode program MlLTlFlT decomposes the observed C, in terms of
these basefunctions gnt similar to the method used for Fourier transformations
by solving the system of linear equations

MI = b

j.i 9k,i

J> C>

i. t =

The difference to a Fourier transformation is, that Mhk ^ 0 for j ^ Jt, since the
</„,, are not an orthonormal system of functions. The result of this decomposi-
tion is in fact a very good fit, as long as the initial guess for spectral dispersion,
line shape and higher order efficiencies was good and the spectrum is not too
crowded. However, once the number of lines increases, particularly when they
are not anymore resolved, the method above will fail. This is because it allows
for negative intensities as a solution to the system of equations, which is mathe-
matically correct but physically meaningless. In that case, I simply set I} = \Ij\.
This works for most cases, i.e. the initial guess for the parameters is close enough
to the solution to have the least squares fit correct it, but even this may fail.
In that case it often helps to decrease the number of expected ion species or to
comment out individual multiplets.

Both background base function intensities and multiplet intensities may be sup-
plied as start values, either by typing the parameters into the corresponding pan-
els in PROBESCHUSS or by performing a fit starting with results from a previous
run. In that case, the procedure described above is not executed.



Chapter 2

Program Options

Provided you have installed PROBESCHUSS like I suggest in appendix B, or I have
done it for you, you simply type

$ probeschuss

Then you may either get a graphics device selection menu, if you are not using
the workstation (for details see appendix D), or you get the following screen
immediatly. If you are not used to panels, then this is the time to read appendix
C. In this section, I will explain all menu options of the program, assuming you
know how to use panels and interactive graphics.

11
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2.1 Main PROBESCHUSS menu
HELP I PF1.Cleanup I PF2:Pop helpline I
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++
I Read spectrum and fit
I Tables : comments
I fit mode
I general fit results
I spectral dispersion
I background
I multiplet intensities!
I specific line shapes
I Select species : current list
I complete list I
I Change : display style
I window contents
I Graphics : As selected
I Pit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for fit
I Sens it iv ity calibrat ion
I Exit program

PF3:Print I PF4:Store SHGPBD.LIS FY1HY3
Stored spectra +

I Spectrum 1
I Spectrum 2
I Spectrum 3

>|Extrap VUV 24118 I

• To the left of the main menu screen, the different menu options are dis-
played. Here, the cursor is active initially. These options will be explained
in the following s ,-ctions.

• To the upper right, the spectra in the spectrum store are listed. You will
never modify this panel, it is just an output screen. Up to three spectra
may be stored. Only the one you read last has the individual fit parameters
available to you for display and modification. In the following, I will refer
to this as the active spectrum. It is marked by an asterisk (*). For the
other two, the spectrum, fit and miscellaneous information is stored for
graphics display only. You may overlay these spectra in the same picture
for comparison plots. This difference in storage between fit parameters
for the active spectrum and graphics objects has also another side effect.
Multiplet labels are created when the fit is imported, using parameters set
in the display style parameter panel. Changing these styles will not change
the multiplet labels already in store, not even for the active spectrum.

• To the lower right, the ion species currently expected for the active spectrum
are displayed. The information is either gathered from a previous fit or, if
no fit is available, from the file DIRECTORY .DAT in your private or the public
multiplet library (see chapter 3). If a species is marked with an asterisk (*)
it has a specific line shape, and not the instrumental or default line shape
(see section 2.9).
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2.2 Read spectrum and fit

HELP I PFl:Cleanup I PF2:Pop helpline I PF3:Print I PF4:Store SHGPBD.LIS FY1MY3
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++ Stored spectra +
|+ Spectrum Selection + I
11Shotnumber (0 for none)
11Fit Version Number
11 Source
11 Store as spectrum
11 Grating (if no f i t available)
11 Calibration f i le ( " , BLAIK for none)
11 Smooth Calibration
11Lift spectrum to positive values
11 Correct electronic noise
11 Apply integration time to scales
11 Integration time (sec) if not stored

I Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
iSubm.t spectrum for fit
ISenritivity calibration
I Exi- program

1 The meaning of Shotnumber is obvious. You may select 0 to get back to
the main menu without reading a new spectrum.

2 Fi t Version Number refers to the fit file version number in VMS, i.e. posi-
tive values are explicit, negative values refer to previous versions. Selecting
a fit version number pointing to a non-existing file keeps the current set of
fit mode and instrumental parameters and zeros all line and background
intensities. In that case, only the raw spectrum is read.

3 Source of data is the subdirectory on the account [PLASMA] where the data
are stored. With the selections made as shown above, the program will read
[PLASMA.EXTRAPVUV.SPECTRA]S24118.DAT
[PLASMA.EXTRAPVUV.FITS]F24118.DAT and
[PLASMA.EXTRAPVUV.SHOTINFO]124118.DAT

4 Store as spectrum refers to the internal data store, ie you may choose 1,
2 or 3 (See section 2.1).

5 Grating (if no f i t avai lable) is used to set default fit parameters and
default fit mode. These default settings for the gratings are taken from the
file DEFAULTSETTINGS.DAT, and would normally be correct for the different
VUV gratings (290, 450 or 2105). For the Visible gratings (1180 and 2400)
the wavelength scale is just dummy. The value 0 indicates "unknown".

6 Calibration f i l e (" , BLANK for none) is used to select a file name,
where a valid calibration is stored. The directory for the calibration file
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is [PLASMA. source.SPECTRA]. The expected extension is .DAT. Note that
the program accepts any filename at this stage independent of our name
convention (see section 2.15).

7 Smooth cal ibrat ion is used to select one of the two curves stored in the
calibration file (see section 2.15 and appendix A), namely the pixel-by-pixel
curve or the smoothed curve.

8 Lift spectrum to posi t ive values is a quite odd parameter. Negative
count rates should not be possible anyway. However, the electronic back-
ground (read out losses etc.) is subtracted from each spectrum during the
experiment. Thus, negative values may occur. This is usually corrected,
by setting the result in these channels to 0.0. This is what happens if you
select NO. If you integrate spectra for hours rather than 30 /isecs you may
however be subjected to long term instabilities, and the whole spectrum
may be negative. This option is there for Vascatron spectra only! The total
number of counts and radiated energy the program also comes up with are
of course meaningless.

9 Correct electronic noise is another odd parameter. For some time dur-
ing 92/93 we have been troubled by electronic noise problems with the VUV
spectrometer. This has been fixed now, by renovating the detector and by
running a new DAD program in the VUV controller. The shape of the
electronic noise function is specific for the series of spectra taken whilst we
had the problem. This option shall be used with care!

10 Apply integrat ion time to scales : The y-axis of the graphs will dis-
play (Counts/Å sec) or (Ph/cm2 sr Å sec) instead of (Counts/Å) or (Ph/cm2

sr Å). If the integration time of the spectrum is filled in in the corresponding
field in the shot info file (file [PLASMA.EXTRAPVUV.SH0TINF03l24118.DAT
in the above case), that value will be used.

11 Integration time (sec) if not s tored: If no value for the integration
time is stored in the shot info file, the value from this field is used instead.

After execution of this option, the spectrum and, if they exist, even fit (calibrated
or uncalibrated) and shot information will be read into store. This may take some
time, since the fit is actually recalculated from the parameters in the fit result
file. The shot information is placed in the legend once the graph is produced.
It is not used in the program other than in option 10, thus it is not vital that
you have entered it with SHOTlNFO. However, its nice having the information
together on the printed page.

The values in options 5-9 will be stored in the fit file after the first succesful fit in
batch mode, and are read in next time you read these fits. Thus you may ignore
these fields altogether. If the contents of the fit file are wrong, however, and you
whish to change these, there is a slight problem. The grating can be changed in
the fit parameter panel (see section 2.5). The calibration file can be changed en
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submission (see section 2.14). If you need to change the other parameters you
have to select a non-existing fit file version number in option 2.

2.3 Tables : comments

Spectrum, Fit, Calibration and Shotinfo read
+ Comments

124118,2650,si
IMULTIFIT 2.0
I Created on 30-MAR-1993
I Program run by Klaus-Dieter
on 19-MAY-93
at 23:52:06

FY1MY3

Elapsed real time 00:09:54
Elapsed CPU time 00:08:40
128 parameters not OK after
Damping factor 1.25E-01
Chi2 = 6.52E-03

5 loop(s)

I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for fit
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

The four groups of information presented in this output panel are

1st The comment line in the spectrum file, as entered on the OMA (VUV only)
or a 0 if no comment line is found (for visible)

2nd Name of program that analysed th.1 spectrum, program version number,
program creation date and user who submitted the fit and when.

3rd Timing information, consumed real and CPU time. If these times are very
different, you had to share the computer with someone...

4th Fit success, number of not well fitted parameters after last iteration, number
of performed iterations, damping factor in last loop and S2 after last loop.

Additional information on how the batch job program performed, ie number of
not well fitted parameters, damping factor and achieved S2 per loop, can be found
in the .LOG file created for the fit, situated in your root directory. These files are
not accessed by any of the programs in the package and may be deleted. You
really should delete them once in a while, or at leaste purge them, since they just
fill up your quota.
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2.4 Tables : fit mode

Current Fit Node Data
+ < ProbeSchuss >
I Read spectrum and fit
|T+ Fit mode
I I First channel for f i t
I I Last channel for f i t
I I Follow l ines out to
I IType of f i t
I I Power for weight factor
I I Required accuracy
IS maximum number of loops
I IDamp factor for f i r s t loop
IClThreshold for saturation of channelI

++ Stored spectra
11 Spectrum 1 »lExtrap VUV I
data + |

1 I
10 >2 +

9.99999&7E-06Ipecies
I Logarithmic I

0.000000OE+0OI
9.9999997E-05I

20 I
1.000000 I
1S500.00 I

I Graphics : As selected
I Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for fit
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

MIV
IV
•VI
Oil
OIII
OIV
OV

1 Firs t channel for f i t and

2 Last channel for f i t specify the channel number range MULTlFlT shall
analyse.

3 Follow lines out to specifies the parameter e introduced in chapter 1.2
for the line shape function. The smaller this parameter, the further away
from the line center will contributions to the fit be calculated for each
spectral line. This will reduce program speed, but increase accuracy.

4 Type of f i t may be either Linear or Logarithmic (see chapter 1.1).

5 Power for weight factor specifies the parameter « introduced in chapter
1.1 for the definition of S2. Use a positive number, to put emphasis on high
count rates (i.e. spectral lines) and a negative number to put emphasis on
low count rates (i.e. background).

6 Required accuracy specifies the parameter e introduced in chapter I.1 for
the conditions to stop iteration.1

7 Maximum number of loops is also obvious.

8 Damp factor for f i r s t loop is called /3INIT in chapter 1.1.

'Even the greek alphabet is limited, right!?!
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9 Threshold for saturat ion of channel is an additional parameter to set
weight factors. Since both the VUV and Visible detector have a 14 bit reso-
lution, the intensities in the data file cannot be larger than 16384. Actually,
they will be lower by the electronic background that is subtracted. So, if
the intensity is larger than, say. 15500. chances are the detector is actually
saturated. The weight factor for these channels is set to 0.0 in the fit, since
they would otherwise affect the fit to the other, correctly exposed, channels.

2.5 Tables : general fit results

Fit results for spectrum 1

+ < ProbeSchuss >

I Read spectrum and fit

FY1MY3
+

order

I Grating - Line shape type
I Default Lineshape : FWHM
I alpha
I Higher order efficiency 2nd
I 3rd
I 4th

ISI 5th
I I 6th
ICI 7th
I I 8th
IGI 9th
I IS2, Chi2
I I Counts, Energy (J/cm2sr) in
I I in
ISI in
|S+ ++-—
I Exit program 11 OV
+ ++

++ Stored spectra

11 Spectrum 1 »lExtrap VUV I 24118 I

+ Fit results + |

450 IFWHM and alpha 11

3.690000 I Fixed ++

0.9700000 I Fixed ++

0.1044000 IFixed I

1.2000000E-021 Fixed I

3.0300001E-02lFixed I

0.O000O00E+00lFixed I

O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed I

O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed I

O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed I

O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed I

6.5223202E-03I 2.257530 I

spectrum I 309346.0 I 4.0028598E-03I

1st order Fit I 6569.130 I 2.0578401E-03I

1st order Bgrl 3382.740 I 1.2013600E-03I

I

1 Grating is at this stage in the program just a label, that can be passed on
to the fit file. Line shape type may read FWHM and alpha or Voigt.

2,3 The fields of the Default Lineshape refer to the parameters AA,/2 (FWHM)
and a (alpha) introduced in chapter 1.2 for the FWHM/a-function. The
option text will change, if you change the line shape type in the option
field above. It will then read Instrumental Lineshape and refer to the
parameters Gaussian FWHM and Lorentzian FWHM of the Voigt function.

4-11 A value of 0.0 for the Higher order efficiency nth order indicates to
Ml'LTlFlT not to expect nth order. In the case of the visible spectrometer,
you should set second order efficiency to 1.0 and Fixed if second order
shall be considered2. Do not select Free in this case. The program will not

2The program results are meant to represent the intensity in first order for lines, which is
however not observed in this case. If the sensitivity calibration file contains the true sensitivity
to light in second order, this choice will give the correct result.
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converge. This parameter also has the effect that the data for the necessary
multiplets are read from the multiplet library, when they are outside the
wavelength region in first order.

12 is an output field. S2 is the parameter that is actually minimized and
changes with the definition. \2 is always defined in the same way, and may
serve as an indication for the true improvement of the fit (see chapter 1.1).

13-15 are output fields. The conversion to energy in (J/cm2 sr) is only useful, if the
spectrum has been calibrated. Counts and energy in spectrum refers to
a simple sum over the raw data, Counts and energy in 1st order Fit
has been corrected for the higher order contributions, while Counts and
energy in 1st order Bgr is the continuum part of Counts and energy
in 1st order Fit3.

After reading a spectrum and fit, the parameters in this menu will be Fixed.
Whether or not they actually have been fixed when the fit was performed is not
stored anywhere! So, don't get confused. To iree these parameters for a repeated
fit, you will have to enter this menu.

If you change the line shape type or any of the fit parameters, the fit will be
recalculated immediatly. The new fit will however not be stored as a fit file, you
will have to resubmit a fit job to have all changes in effect (for example 0 loops,
with the current background and multiplets as start values).

3For some time there was a stupid error in the evaluation program, so like in the example
shown above, Counts in 1st order Fit and Counts in 1st order Bgr are far too small. If
you make a small change to any of the parameters, everything will be recalculated and the result
will be corrected.
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2.6 Tables : spectral dispersion

Spectral dispersion for spectrum 1
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++ Stored spectra
I Read spectrum and fit 11 Spectrum 1 * IExtrap VUV
IT+-
I ITchebycheff Degree
I IN = 0
I II = 1

Spectral Dispersion

I

II
I II = 2
I II = 3
I II = 4
ISII = 5

S83.8860
512.6580
11.72870

-2.820740

I Fixed
I Fixed
I Fixed
I Fixed

O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed
O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed

I Change : display style
I window contents
I Graphics : As selected
I Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for fit
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

1 Tchebycheff Degree is the degree of the Tchebycheff polynomial that shall
be used for the spectral dispersion A(channel) in Å . See chapter 1.2.

2-6 N = 0 etc. are the parameters .4o etc. for the spectral dispersion. These
parameters may be Fixed or Free. Fixed is the default. The parameters
should decrease in size with increasing index. If this is not the case, you
should be concerned. Probably you selected an inappropriate degree for the
spectral dispersion.
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2.7 Tables : background

BackGround data for spectrum 1
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++ Stored spectra
I Read spectrum and lit 11 Spectrum 1 »lExtrap VUV I
|T+ BackGround Results
I ITchebycheff Degree I 7 I
I I Consider in higher orders I YES I

4.912000 IFree
6.349000 I Free
4.533000 I Free
2.923000 I Free
0.9S93000 |Free
1.042000 I Free

-2.9790001E-03lFree
-0.5163000 IFree
O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed
O.O000OO0E+OO|Fixed
O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed
O.OOOOOOOE+OOlFixed
0.OOOOOOOE+00|Fixed
0.OOOOOOOE+00IFixed
0.OOOOOOOE+00IFixed

1 II =
1 11 =
1 II =
1 II =
ISII =
1 II =
ICII =
1 II =
IGII =
1 II =
1 11 =
1 11 =
ISII =
ISII =
IEII =

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1 Tchebychef f Degree is the degree of the Tchebycheff polynomial that shall
be used for the background. See chapter 1.2.

2 Consider background in higer orders offers the choice of completely
different fit functions. The reason to introduce this parameter has been to
identify the true first order background contribution for each channel. It
has the beneficial side effect, that the true large background level at lower
wavelengths is repeated at higher wavelengths, and thus a lower Tchebycheff
degree for the VUV spectra for the background function is sufficient, simply
because the true bremsstrahlung background to be fitted has less structure
than the observed continuum level for each channel. For visible spectra the
choice shall be NO, since the background is never simultaneously observed
in two different spectral orders. The fit would not converge.

3... N * 0 etc. are the parameters Jo etc. for the background base functions.
These parameters may be Fixed or Free. Free is the default.
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2.8 Tables : multiplet intensities

Current set of assigned intensities

I0--C4+}
I0--C4+}
I0--C4+}
I0--C4+}
!_-{4+}
|O'{4+}
I0--C4+}
10*{4+}
I0~{4+}

I0--C4+}
|O*{4+}
lO"<4+>
IO'{4+}
|0*{4+>
I0--C4+}
|O*{4+}

164.64
166.18
168.01
170.22
172.17
192.85
202.27
203.86
205.11
207.79
215.17
220.35
242.46
629.73
758.68- 762.00
774.52
859.51

1 Exit program 11 OV

(lO'l DkA^Ana /M»1#V^ _

3.694000 IFree
0.0OO00O0E+00IFree
10.40000 IFree
3.875000 IFree
11.90000 IFree
75.74000 IFree
9.319000 IFree
6.264000 IFree
5.517000 IFree
0 OOOOOOOE+00IFree
46.10000 IFree
33.04000 IFree
30.36000 IFree
707.4000 IFree
661.9000 IFree
6.519000 IFree
11.64000 IFree

1 1

FY1MY1
+

II
1
II
++
++

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ i

1

The cursor will enter the Ion Species panel. Once you select a species, in this
case Ov, its fitted multiplet intensities in Counts for uncalibrated spectra or in
Ph/(10iV cm2 sr) for calibrated spectra are displayed. The magnitude JV is part
of the calibration file, in this case N = 11 (see section 2.15 and appendix A.3).
You may manually change them, or set the multiplet intensities to Fixed or Free
for further fits. Free is the default. The first column displays one wavelength for
singlets, and the range of wavelengths for multiplets. Additionally, depending on
the selection in the display style panel (see section 2.10) multiplet labels and IDs
may be displayed as well.

If the chosen species has an additional "temperature" to calculate line intensities
(for example rotational temperatures for molecules), the first rows in the panel
will contain the names of the temperatures, their value and again a Fixed or
Free field.
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2.9 Tables : specific lineshapes

Change FWHM

HI
CII
cm
CIV
CV
HII
•III
HIV
IV
IVI
Oil
OIII
OIV
OV
OVI
OVII
C1IV
CIV
C1VI
C1VII
?-List

and/or alpha for

6

FWHM
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000
3.690000

each ion
- Line shape paxamel

1 fixed/free
1Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
(Fixed
1 Fixed
1Fixed
i Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed
1 Fixed

alpha
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000
0.9700000

FY1MY3

1 fixed/free 1
1 Fixed I
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
1Fixed 1
1 Fixed 1
IFixed 1
1Fixed 1
1Fixed 1

For each ion species, there are two parameters to specify the specific lineshape.
In the case shown above, the selected lineshape (see section 1.2) is "FWHM/a".
Therefore the instrumental parameters are the default. Changing any one of the
two values is enough to make both lineshape parameters private. There is no way
to automatically link one of the two to the default lineshape, if the latter is free
in the general f i t r esu l t s panel (see section 2.5 on page 17).

If a Voigt function had been chosen, the default individual parameters for the
additional1 Gauss and Lorentz broadening is 0.0. Changing any one of the two
values is enough to turn both additional linebroadening mechanisms on. This can
be prevented, by setting 0.0 as fixed for the other mechanism (for example, set
the Lorentz part to 0.0 and fixed, if you wish to determine Dopplerbroadening).

Selection of specific lineshapes will be marked in the ion species overview panel
by an asterisk (*).

4The Voigt function parameters for the instrumental lineshape in the general f i t results
panel may be fitted simultaneously if there are spectral lines from ion species without a special
lineshape in the spectrum. Otherwise the program will not converge.
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2.10 Select species

Select impurity species for f i t
+ < ProbeSchuss >
I Read spectrum and f i t
I Tables : comments
I f i t mode
I general fit results
I spectral dispersion
I background
I multiplet intensities I
I specific line shapes
I Select species : current list
I complete list I
I Change : display style
I BindoB contents
I Graphics : As selected
I Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for fit
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

ISpectrum 1
I Spectrum 2
I Spectrum 3

+ •

— Stored spectra
•lExtrap VUV I

FY1MY3
+

24118 I

The cursor will enter the ion species panel. All species you select from the menu
will be used for a fit to the active spectrum, when you next submit one. The
panel is a Multi Option Menu in this case.

If you have selected Select species : current l i s t the screen does not ac-
tually change, apart from the message field. If you have selected Select species
: complete l i s t , the ion species panel will display all ion species in the file
DIRECTORY.DAT in your private or the public multiplet library (see chapter 3).

If you enter this program option by mistake, all ion species have to be selected
before pressing Return! Otherwise, all species will be erased.
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2.11 Change : display style

HELP I PF1:Cleanup I PF2:Pop helpline I PF3:Print I PF4:Store SMGPBD.LIS FY1KY3
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++ Stored spectra +
I Read spectrum and fit 11 Spectrum 1 »lExtrap VUV I 24118 I
|T+ Plot node + |
I Ilumber of windows in X-direction I 1 1 1
I iHumber of windows in Y-direction I 1 + +
I IHumber of pages to plot on I 1 + +
I IType of legend display IRight
I 190 degree turn of page I10
I I Labels written i f contribution to f i t in % of Bgr I SO.00000
I Si if number of multiplet components 11 IS
I | type of labels I Wavelengths
ICl n-th order only (0 for a l l orders) I 1
I I Calibration curve for displays (0 for none) I 0
I G +
I Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for f i t
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

The parameters set in this panel affect the appearance of the graphic environment
as a whole, as opposed to parameters for individual graphics windows. The
characteristics of each window are set in a different option (see section 2.12).

1 Number of windows in x-direction divides the graphics part of the page
in different sub-windows, placed besides eachother.

2 Number of windows in y-direct ion divides the graphics part of the page
in different sub-windows, placed on top of eachother.

3 Number of pages to plot on changes the aspect ratio of the total graph-
ics output to n • \/2 : 1. On the laser plotter and line printer, a "poster"
is created, spreading the output on n pages. On the screen, the picture is
reduced in size in y-direction.

4 Type of legend display places the legend, which includes fit parameters
and shot information, either to the Right, Above or Below the graph. It is
also possible to omit the legend.

o 90 degree turn of page produces either a landscape (NO) or portrait
(YES) display.

6 Labels written if contribution . . . specifies, how strong a multiplet
has to be before it is labelled in the graph. The multiplet intensity is
compared to the background level. To label all multiplets, select 0.0. In
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order to omit all labels, select an unreasonable limit. This parameter affects
the next graph.

7 Labels written if number . . . specifies, how many lines a multiplet
may have at most to be labelled in the graph. With the help of this option,
you can remove the labels for molecular spectra (very many lines indeed)
which effectively give an all black output page otherwise.

8 type of labels gives a list of options, namely

- Wavelengths

- Havel. + ID

- Wavel. + Terms

- Wavel.+Terms+ID

In the first case, a multiplet label will then typically be "O4+629.73" and
in the second case, it will be "O4+629.73 [1]", where [1] is the ID in the
wavelength file. In the third case, the same multiplet will have the name
"O4+629.73 2s(2S)2p lPg/2 -> 2s2 l5i / 2" which is quite a mouthful. The
information in these larger labels is taken from the multiplet library file (see
chapter 3). Note that multiplets are labelled with a common label. The
immediate effect of options three and four is, that the graphs go almost
black, if the requirement for the minimum intensity is too generous. Some-
times memory will overflow and the program gives up. However they might
be useful in some circumstances. The parameter takes immediate effect for
all multiplet intensity tables (see section 2.8). It affects the graphs of the
spectra imported after this parameter has been set.

9 Labels n-th order only specifies, if multiplet labels shall be written for
all spectral orders (choose 0) or for a specific order only. The main purpose
of this parameters is to reduce some of the mess normally created. This
parameter affects the next graph.

10 Calibration curve for displays (0 for none): If a spectrum consists
of multiplets in several spectral orders, there is a problem with calibration.
The higher order lines will by default be multiplied with the first order
sensitivity, which will give a wrong result. Here, you have the opportunity
to make a mistake for the first order instead, by applying the second order
calibration curve to the whole lot. Tthis should be selected for visible
spectra taken in second order, if the main interest is in the lines in second
order and not those in first. Also, you may select to look at the Counts
without calibration (0).

This option affects the graphs of the spectra that are imported or recalcu-
lated after this parameter has been set.

Not all combinations of fields 1-5 will produce useful results. The program will
not complain however. You are completely responsible for the output.
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2.12 Change : window contents

Change display in oindoc 1
+ < ProbeSchuss > —
I Read spectrum and fit

I T +

I

FY1MY3
-++ Stored spectra
11 Spectrum 1 »lExtrap VUV I
Display of vindos

24118

I

IDisplayed Spectra (0 for none)
I X-axis Units
I Subtract background
I Line type for spectrum
(Line type for fit

iSlAxis type
I lAutoscaling
ICIIf fixed scaling
I I
I G I
I I
I IDras a grid
i + _ _ _ _

I Submit spectrum for fit
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

loser limit
upper limit
tick distance
magnitude

II 0III
II 0IV

II ov

I 1
I Wavelength (A)
110

-I X - Axis
ILinear
110
I 76.00000
I 1125.000
I 100.0000
I C
110

I Y - Axis
ILinear
I YES
I 0.1000000
I 100000.0
I 20000.00
I 4
110

I

The parameters set in this panel affect the appearance of individual graphics
windows, as opposed to the display style selection panel, which modifies the
graphics environment as a whole (see section 2.11).

The panel is presented to you for each window (see helpline), displaying the
current set of parameters. The number of windows is determined by the values
in fields 1 and 2 of the display style selection panel, i.e. by the product of the
number of page divisions in x- and y-direct ion.

The program has default values for the parameters in this menu. When you
enter the menu the first time, another set of default values (the one in the panel
definition file) will be visible, so that you can switch fast between the two sets.
By default, spectra are plotted versus channel number with large crosses. The
panel in may space is as shown above.

1 Displayed spectra has two input fields. You enter the number associated
with the spectrum in the store information paii 1 in the upper right corner
of the screen. You may print two different spectra in a single window. If
one of the two fields contains 0, only one spectrum will be displayed.

2 X-axis uni ts may be channel number, wavelength in Å or energy in eV.
The y-axis will then be in counts/channel, counts/Å and counts/eV, re-
spectively, or a calibrated version of these.

3 Subtract background may be useful, but normally gives a false impression.
Absolutely necessary for Vascatron spectra, since the background there is
unphysical.
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4.5 Line type for spectrum and Line type for f i t are mainly a matter of
taste.

The other fields come in pairs of two, one each for the x-axis and y-axis.

6 Axis type may be Linear or Logarithmic. The latter is useful for fast
inspection of spectra with a large dynamic range. However, it gives the
wrong impression that signal to noise ratio is bad, that there are a lot of
strong lines, that the spectral resolution is poor and that the background
is unphysical.

7 Auto seal ing should be used, since you normally don't have any idea on
where the spectrum might be. The autoscaling routine is quite powerful,
in that it always displays the full spectrum with all multiplet labels and at
the same time does not waste too much white space around it. You can
always modify the appearance with the interactive graphics options. Fixed
scaling shall be used for preparation of graphs in presentation quality. The
main reason is, that autoscaling cuts the axis at odd values, and makes
some strange decisions on tick mark distances. All these may be set in

8-11 Only the lower l imit and upper limit are needed for logarithmic axis.
The t ick distance and magnitude refer to tick marks written on the axis
for linear scales. An example : the x-axis shall be displayed from 100 Å to
1100 Å with tick marks every 100 Å and labels reading 100, 200, 300 etc.
Then you select 100,1100,100,0. If the y-axis shall be displayed from 0.0
to 5000.0 with tick marks every 1000 counts and labels reading l.OxlO3,
2.0xl03, etc., you select 0,5000,1000,3.

12 Draw a grid will overlay a grid instead of just drawing tick marks. Not
very useful.
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2.13 Graphics

The next three program options produce graphics. After selection of Graphics :
As selected (see Figs. 2.1 to 2.3), you get the graph exactly as specified. This
is the normal choice. After selection of Graphics : Fi t manipulation you
get a graph as specified, but without a legend. Here, so called "User Options"
are available to you in interactive graphics on the workstation or on VT330 and
VT340 terminals. See appendix D on how to use them.

K Known Lines serves for manual calibration of the wavelength scale. This
is useful for the visible, where the spectral dispersion in Å per channel is
known quite well, but the offset of the wavelength scale is less reproducible.
For the VUV, it is not really necessary. The wavelength setting of the two
interchangeable gratings is sufficienctly reproducible, so the default values
should always work well. Remember, that the wavelength scale, ie the
parameters for the spectral dispersion, may be fitted, so small differences
will be corrected. It is however important, that the start procedure can find
the spectral lines, so the initial value should be correct within the FWHM
of the spectrometer.

With this option, you select a spectral line with the cursor. Your selection
will be marked with a vertical line over the whole y-axis scale. If you are
on the workstation, you will be prompted for the corresponding wavelength
in Å whereby the graph and menu temporarly move to the background of
the screen and the original terminal reappears. After exiting from graphics,
you will be presented with a menu of all channel numbers and correspond-
ing wavelengths you entered. This gives you another chance to enter the
wavelengths. Maybe you made a typing error? On ordinary terminals, this
menu contains channel numbers only, and it is now that you have to enter
all wavelengths in the second column.

S Shift old-new is another way of manual calibration of the wavelength
scale. The difference is, that you use graphics and cursors only. For each
point, you first click the cursor where the raw data is drawn (at the "wrong"
wavelength), and then at the position in wavelength where it should be (at
the "correct" wavelength). This may happen in two different windows, you
may for example have the new spectrum versus a dummy wavelength scale
in one window, and an old, already fitted and identified spectrum in the
other. Then all you need to do is click in the window with the new spectrum
in the vicinity of a spectral line, then in the window with the old spectrum
at the same line, and so on. Then the wavelength scale of the old spectrum
will be assigned to the new spectrum.

As an aid in this interactive procedure, the current (x,y) coordinates of the cursor
are displayed on top of the windows.
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In order to determine all Xa parameters of the wavelength Tchebycheff polynomial
with these two options, you have to enter at least n = Ar

o known lines. Entering
more lines will give better results0. Should you enter n = n' < Naj only the
n' lowest order parameters are determined, and the higher order parameters are
kept as set, either by default or by you, before you entered this routine.

B BGr Points serves for manual determination of the background. Wherever
you select this option, a black dot is drawn. The background polynomial
is then calculated to connect these points. The program performs a least
squares solution for n equations with iVj unknown parameters after exiting
from graphics. You have to enter at least iVj points. The results from
this procedure may be passed on to MULTlFlT as start values (see section
2.14). Then, the start procedure as describe in chapter 1.3 is executed for
multiplets only. This may help the program in some ill conditioned cases.
Mainly useful for VUV spectra.

+ Improve Range allows you to select a lower and upper limit in the wave-
length scale. After exiting from graphics, you will be presented with a
tabulation of spectral lines that fall within that wavelength interval. The
panel is identical to the one you get with the main program option Tables
: multiplet in tens i t i e s (see section 2.8), just this time there are mul-
tiplets from various ion species. You may change the intensities, and make
them Free of Fixed for the next fit. Make sure you do not select a too
large wavelength range, the table might otherwise be too large and not fit
on your screen.

After selection of Graphics : Fit compositon (see Fig. 2.4), you get a plot
with the background and background plus multiplets for each considered spectral
order. The raw data are not displayed. The legend is empty apart fromt the
labels. This might be useful to get some insight in how the program has per-
formed, especially if you suspect an error. In a second window, each line position
is marked, where the length of the marks is proportional to the line intensity.
After selection of Graphics : Sensi t iv i ty data (see Fig. 2.5), you get the
currently active sensitivity calibration curves together with information on how
they were obtained (see section 2.15).

5The program performs a least squares solution for n equations with N unknown parameters.
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Figure 2.1: After selection of Graphics : As selected with all parameters set
as shown above.
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Figure 2.2: After selection of Graphics : As selected for Extrap visible spec-
trum #26790, line shape function : Voigt, free additional Gaussian for both
observed ionisation stages. The three components of the multiplet have been
entered as singlets, ie the intensity ratio between them is free.
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Figure 2r3T*Calibrated visible spectrum #25424 from 3650 Å to 3850 Å line shape
function : FWHM/o, multiplet labels with ID
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Figure 2.4: After selection of Graphics : Fit composition for Extrap visible
spectrum #26790. In the upper figure, continuum and (if available) higher order
intensity curves are shown. In the lower figure, each line position is marked, the
length of the mark is proportional to the line intensity.
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Figure 2.5: After selection of Graphics : Sensitivity data with all parame-
ters set as shown above.

2.14 Submit spectrum for f i t
Select batch job(s) to be submitted
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++
1+ Submission for Fit -
11 Lowest Shot lumber
11 Highest Shot lumber
11 Source
11Program version for analysis
11Use current background as start values
11 Use current multiplets as start values
11 Calibration file for fit
11"Do not submit" or Queue-lane

Stored spectra
+ I

I 24118
I 24118
lExtrap VUV
I

I Change : display style
I window contents
I Graphics : As selected
I Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for f i t
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

1,2 Lowest Shot Number and Highest Shot Number come up with the cur-
rently active shot number. You may submit a whole list of shots for the fit,
all with the same set of fit mode parameters, spectral dispersion, higher or-
der efficiencies, line shape function, degree of background polynomial and
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expected ion species as selected in the program. Should a spectrum be
missing in that range, the corresponding job is not submitted.

3 Source is an information field only, you cannot change it.

4 Program version for analysis is blank for Ml'LTlFlT and may read
.TEST. In that case, the file MULTIFIT_TEST.EXE will be executed. This
is mainly for program development.

5 Use current background as s t a r t values may read YES or NO. If the
current values are not passed, it is not possible to have Fixed or Free
parameters either, independently of your choice in section 2.7. This field is
useful only for the active shot number.

6 Use current multiplets as s t a r t values may read YES or NO. If the
current values are not passed, it is not possible to have Fixed or Free
parameters either, independently of your choice in section 2.8. This field is
useful only for the active shot number.

7 Calibration f i l e for f i t . Here you may specify a calibration file. By
default, the panel will come up with the current calibration file, if the active
spectrum is calibrated (either by selection of a calibration file during import,
as mentioned in section 2.2, of from a previous fit), but you may change
this at this moment.

8 "Do not submit" or Queue-Name finally gives you the possibility not to
submit the job, in case you selected this program option by mistake or you
forgot something. A word about the queues. PLASMA is a generic queue,
so the job is submitted to the currently available CPUs, thereby making
maximum use of the cluster facility. The same is true for SYS$BATCH. Of
course, they share the CPU, so executing three jobs on PLASMA and three
jobs on SYS$BATCH will make the whole process slower, since you loose time
by swapping the jobs in and out of the memory. If you have 100 jobs
queuing on PLASMA already, and you are anxious to have a special spectrum
analysed, submit it on SYS$BATCH. If you have a small number of spectra
to analyse, it may be more useful to submit them directly to PLASMAJ3, so
that no job executes on PLASMA.2. The queue QUICK_3 is useful for fits that
take less than two minutes.

The fit is executed using the command file MULTIFIT.COM. The fit mode and
start values are read from the file source.shotnumber. CTR6 where source is the
content of field 3 in the panel. A . CTR file is created by this option for every shot.
At the end of successful execution of MULTlFlT, it is deleted (see appendix B),
if execution fails, it is kept.

5In this case ExtrapVUV.24n8.CTR
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2.15 Sensitivity calibration

HELP I PF1:Cleanup I PF2:Pop helpline I PF3:Print I PF4:Store SMGPBD.LIS FY1MY3
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++ Stored spectra +
|+ Sensitivity calibration +
1 Filename with lamp data
1 Scans, time per scan (sec)
1 Additional : slit, window

11

{Background data (noise)
iMain calibration data file
iFile with 2nd order cutoff
1 File with 3rd order cutoff
IIOutput : Setting, Version

+_______________

window contents
1 Graphics : As selected
1 Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
1 Sensitivity data
1 Submit spectrum for fit
1 Sensitivity calibration
lExit program

1
1
1

417L.000.PRI
1000

1.000000
-•••Filename . CLB
1
1
1
1
1

92011601
92011624

-1
-1

5400

1 IIII
1 IIV
1 IV
1 IVI
1 Oil
1 OIII
1 OIV
1 OV

1 1
1 9.9999998E-03I I
1 1.000000 I
1 Filter used |Smoothing HWHN I
1 1
1GG385 |
10G5S0 |
IGG385 I
1 3 |

1 »-List 6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15 I
15 1
15 1

-++-

With this option, sensitivity calibration for visible spectrometers can be under-
taken. It is here for convenience, since some of the information needed - ie spectral
dispersion, default directory - is available for PROBESCHUSS and it was therefore
easier to include it, rather than writing a seperate program that would have to
be installed.

It is possible to calibrate the sensitivity of the spectrometer7 S(An) in spectral
orders n =1, 2 and 3 by measuring the response / with several cut-off filters. The
continuum e emitted by the LlCOR lamp at wavelengths An can be interpolated
with the help of the currently stored wavelength scale. This wavelength scale has
to be set, either by reading an appropriate spectrum or by entering the correct
coefficients in the panel (see section 2.6 on page 19).

fif(A,)f(A,)
/(A2MA2)
fif(A2)e(A2)
h(\2)t{\2)

/(A3MA3)

MA3MA3)

where the filter transmission functions / , g and h (0 < / , g, h < 1) for the three
filters are known. If, for example, the current wavelength is Ai = 9000 Å (ie A2 =
4500 Å and A3 = 3000 Å), / represents "no filter" and g and h represent cut-off
filters GG385 and OG550, respectively, we have

7The whole chain window, lenses, fibre, spectrometer, grating and detector is referred to here
as spectrometer
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0.91e(Ai)

e(A2)
0.91f(A2)

0

In a more general case, the filter transmission may be other than 0.0 and 0.91 (full
transmission, but reflection losses), and these data are stored in filter transmission
files. These files, and the lamp emissivity file (417L_000.PRN) as function of
wavelength, are expected to be in the same directory as the currently active
spectrum. The example with only first order by means of a GG385 filter, as
selected in the example panel above, is given in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.

1 File name for lamp emissivity (currently 417L.000.PRN).

2 Number of scans and integration time per scan during calibration.

3 Additional multiplication factors to the sensitivity due to different slits in
the real spectrum or due to the fact that the calibration has been performed
without the window through which experimental spectra are observed.

5 Additional file name where the noiselevel is stored. This is necessary since
the repetition of, say, 1000 scans with gate on in add and gate off in subtract
mode does not result in a completely negligible 0-level (see Fig. 2.6).

6-8 The data files with curves Ij,g^ are expected to be in the same directory
as the currently active spectrum, with default extension .CLB. Also the
corresponding filter transmission curves / , g, and h are in that directory,
with default extension . DAT. Normally, only first order data are needed.

The final calibration file will consist of pixel-by-pixel sensitivity and smoothed
sensitivity, where the smoothing factors for first, second etc. order are the
input in the third column. The default (=15 pixels gaussian HWHM with
edge correction) gives good results, but you may have to experiment a bit
in unfavourable cases.

If you do not wish to perform a calibration (ie you entered the menu by mistake)
answer with -1 for all four file names. If you have only the Main calibrat ion
data f i l e , you enter -1 for the files with 2nd order cutoff and 3rd order
cutoff (see the example panel above). Then a 1 x 1 system of equations will
be solved for each pixel. If you have to consider both first and second order,
you enter you enter -1 for the file with 3rd order cutoff. This gives a 2 x 2
system of equations. Only when entering all three filenames will a 3 x 3 system
of equations be solved for each pixel, as in the numerical example above.

9 Additional information for the final calibration file name. The default name
is setting-filter-version.DAT (in the above case 5400-GG385-03.DAT).
It will be stored in your current default directory, not in the same directory
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as the currently active spectrum. If you are satisfied with the resulting
file, copy it there! The reason that this does not happen automatically is
twofold: check, doublecheck.

The file name is the one you have to supply in the import panel (see section
2.2 on page 13) or in the submit panel (see section 2.14 on page 32) to get
a calibrated fit. Since the calibration is stored pixel-by-pixel, and no check
on wavelength setting, version number, correct filter etc. is performed.
it is absolutely necessary to have a reliable bookkeeping system on which
calibration file to use for which spectra. Ideally, there should also be a
comment line in the file itself for safety.
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Figure 2.6: Raw data for calibration (top) and noise level (bottom) as selected
in the example panel above.
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Figure 2.7: Result of calibration (top) pixel-by-pixel and smoothed, lamp emis-
sivity (on log scale, bottom left) and filter transmission curve (bottom right),
interpolated using the current wavelength scale.



Chapter 3

Working on the multiplet library

The principal idea behind the analysis is, that the wavelengths emitted by im-
purity ions are known, as well as the intensity ratios between individual lines
within a multiplet, based upon the assumption of a Boltzmann distribution of J
sublevels for each state. This atomic physics information is gathered from input
files. Of course, someone has to enter the information there, and with change in
plasma conditions, the amount of information necessarily has to increase. This
chapter explains, how to do so.

In the command files that control program execution (see Appendix A) two log-
ical names are defined, namely MULTIPLETS$PRIVATE and MULTIPLETS$PUBLIC,
equating to subdirectories where multiplet libraries are stored. Initially, both
point to the public library [PLASMA. MULTIPLETS], but once you start to work on
these files, you will have to change that1. Multiplets for a single species are only
taken from one file. The programs search for files first in your private library,
then in your public library. Thus, your private version of an individual file takes
precedence over the public version2.

Provided you intend to include a completely new ion species in the analysis, there
is one more file you have to copy and change, that is DIRECTORY.DAT. Before I
continue the discussion, let us look at this directory and at the two types of files,
so called "ion files" and "molecule files".

'Of course your improved version of a file will eventually enter the public library, but while
work is in progress it is better not to corrupt the input files for other users. As long as you work
on a multiplet list, other users will not obtain a correct drawing of the fit performed by you in
PROBESCHUSS, unless they change their private multiplet directory to yours.

2For program speed considerations it would be an advantage to have all files in your private
directory. Thus, the program would not try to open the file in your directory, fail, try in the
public directory and suceed every time. However, you will have to take care yourself to update
your files.

38
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File [PLASMA. MULTIPLETS] DIRECTORY. DAT

1 o
2 O
2 1
6 O
6 1
6 2
6 3
6 4
7 1
7 2
7 3
8 O
8 1
8 2
8 3
8 4
8 5
17 1
601 O
O 1
O 2

The structure of the directory file is quite simple, it consists of rows with "nuclear
charge" and "ion charge'" for the ion species for which directory entries exist. In
the end there are some more odd entries, namely 601 0 and 0 1. A "nuclear
charge" of 0 in the directory stands for UNKNOWN, where the "ion charge" then
just is a running index. "Nuclear charges" higher than 99 are abbreviations for
diatomic molecules, constructed like 100 x Z\ + Z2. In a similar way, triatomic
molecules are encoded by numbers above 9999 as 10000 x Zx + 100 x Z2 + Z3.
Also molecular ions are possible.

The program translates "nuclear charge" and "ion charge" to file names according
to a simple convention. These are the names you have to give to your new files
and the files you have to copy in order to work on them, respectively.

"Nuclear Charge"

1
8
6
601
707
608
60708
10108
60808
0

"Ion Charge"

0
4
-1
0
1
-1
1
0
0
2

Species

H
Q4+

c-
CH
N2

+

co-
CNO+
H2O
CO2

Filename

H_I.DAT
0_V.DAT
C_1.DAT
C_H_0.DAT
N_2_1.DAT
C_0_-l.DAT
CJL0_l.DAT
H_2_0_0.DAT
C_0_2_0.DAT
UNKN0WN02.DAT
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File [PLASMA. MULTIPLETS] UNKN0WN02. DAT

360.0

Unidentified lines for Extrap VUV (Iron June 91)

Klaus-Dieter Zastrov 20.06.91

File

i

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

[PLASMA

629.732

172.168

760.445
760.229
762.001
761.131
7S8.677
759.440

1371.29

774.S22

21S.24S
215.104
215.034

248.459

192.906
192.800
192.751
192.91
192.80
192.92

.MULTIPLETS]0_V

3

3

5
3
3
1
5
3

5

1

3
3
3

1

7
5
3
5
3
3

1

1

5
3
5
3
3
1

3

3

S
3
1

3

5
3
1
5
3
5

3 0 .

450.

16.
5 . 2
8 . 6

2 1 .
5.2
6 . 9

6 . 7

2 1 .

117.
7 1 .
23.5

137.

680.
510.
380.
171.
286.

19 .

'2«2p

>2*3p

>2p"2

•2p"2

'2p*2

'2a3a

>2a3s

>2s3d

>2s3d

.DAT

- lP-o '

- lP-o '

- 3 p ,

-ID'

-is»

-3S'

•IS'

-3D'

"ID'

•2«-2

•2»"2

>2«2p

>2e2p

•2»2p

'2»2p

>2s2p

>2«2p

>2s2p

-IS'

-IS'

-3P-o

-lP-o

-lP-o

-3P-o

-lP-o

•3P"o

*1P-O
220.352 S 458.

Hultiplati 1-9 fro» W.L.¥ieae, H.W.Saith and B.H.Qlennon ISRDS-IBS-4, 1966

For each mlt iplet:

Unique id*ntifying nnaber, initial atate, final »tat», followed
by th« vavelengtha of individual coaponrata, atatiatical aaight of initial
»tat» gjt, atatistical «»ight of final »tat» g . i , radiati»» tranaition
propabilitjr i .k . i

Relativa intaniitiaa aithin th» aoltiplat aza calculated aa g.k • l .k. i
g.i i» only tued for label» etc.

(laua-Dieter Zaatros 12.02.91
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Let us now look at the individual multiplet files. Each multiplet has a unique
identification number within the ion species3 assigned to it. followed in the same
row by the spectroscopic terms for initial and final state of the transition. The
spectroscopic terms may be empty, as is apparant from file UNKN0WN02.DAT, but
they have to be there, since this structure (a number and two character strings)
is used to separate multiplets from eachother. The spectroscopic terms may also
include formating instructions for graphics that are identical to those used in
TgX. i.e. superscripts and subscripts or translations for greek letters.

For each multiplet then follow rows with wavelength in .4. statistical weight <?, of
initial state, statistical weight </t of final state and transition probability At^k.
This is the information you will have to gather somewhere. If a multiplet is a
singlet, gr,-, gk and .4,-_* are optional, but it is nice to get them right even ;aen.
For singlets. -4,_fcis just a dummy variable, but make sure you do not enter 0.0!

File [PLASMA. MULTIPLETS] C_H_0 . DAT

'T.{rot}[CH i"2\D«lta(\nn»0)]' 0.2
'T_{rot}[CH å-2\D«lta(\nu*l)]' 0.2
•T.{rot}[CH i-2\D«lta(\nu»2)]' 0.2

1 'å*2\D«lta(\nu«0)' >X-2\Pi(\nu«0)• 'R' 1
4303.95 2.649E+00 2 1 1.082E-02
4298.00 3.242E+O0 3 2 2.163E-02

4154.38 1.628E+01
4149.83 1.688E+01

2 >l*2\Delta(\nn«0)>
4314.21 1.644E+00
4313.66 2.975E+00

27 26 1.259E+00

28 27 1.343E+00
'I-2\Pi(\nn*0)' 'Q' 1
2 2 1.082E-02
3 3 2 163E-02

4266.74 3.059E+01
4265.65 3.163E+01
3 'i-2\Delta(\nu«0)'
4330.01 3.668E-01
4334.78 8.109E-01

30 30 1.519E+00
31 31 1.609E+00

'X-2\Pi(\nu«0)' >f
2 3 1.O82E-O2
3 4 2.163E-02

4397.39 1.111E+01
4398.63 1.157E+O1
4 'i*2\Dalta(\nu«l)'
4303.11 2.664E+00
4297.52 3.248E+00

26 27 1.176E+00

27 28 1.259E+00
'X-2\Pi(\nu«D' 'R'

2 1 1.033E-02
3 2 2.064E-02

4195.43
4192.03

1.366E+01
1.423E*01

23
24

22
23

8.91SE-01
9.634E-01

3At present the convention is to use numbers from Wiese. Smith and Glennon, NSRDS-NBS 4
(1966) or VViese, Smith and Miles, NSRDS-NBS 22 (1969) where available. Numbers 1000, 1001
etc. are used for Vt'V wavelengths from other sources, and numbers 2000, 2001 etc. are used for
visible wavelengths.
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5 >a-2\Dalta(\nu»l)' 'I-2\Pi(\nu»l)' 'Q» 2
4313.03 1.646E+O0 2 2 1.033E-02
4312.60 2.977E+00 3 3 2.064E-02

9 >A"2\D«lta(\nu»2)>
4339.00
4343.84

4424.66
4430 25

3663E-01
8.102E-01

8.211E+00

8.64SE+00

Data for CH i-I

•I-2\Pi(\n»»2)' 'P'

2
3

20
21

3
4

21
22

9.788E-03
1.956E-02

6.S00E-01

7.U0E-01

W.T.l.ngth» from L. G«ro«, Z. Phjs 118,27(1941)
Excitation anargias (B,D,H) from I. Bottarnd, A. Lofthu»

and L. Vasath, Physic» Scripta 8,218(1973)
Lina gtrangths * [T/T(1)}**3 fro» I. lottes (1969) p.130

For molecules, the structure is different4. It starts with a $$ to signal, that line
intensities are described by a term / exp(—E/T) instead of g{ -4,.^. This is
followed by the number of different temperatures T in eV to be fitted (in this
case 3), and a list of these three temperatures, with name and default value. This
is followed by blocks for each transition array with unique ID numbers, names
for initial level, final level and transition and finally the index to the temperature
that shall be applied to calculate line intensities within the transition (in this
case 1, 2 or 3). For each line in the array, there is the wavelength in Å, a line
factor J, two labels that are not used in the program (here rotational quantum
number of initial and final level) and finally the energy E for the initial level.
Note, that nothing in this structure says anything about the fact, that these are
rotational-vibrational transitions. Any array of lines, that should be described
by a term / exp(—E/T) can be encoded in this way. Thus, even an ion file may
start with a $$ signal, followed by the same structure, if this is meaningful for
the analysis.

Whilst gathering statistical weights is straight foreward5, the A-values (and line
factors for "molecules") may be not. You must not confuse them with the true
A-values, however, the program calculates the component intensities as g± • A,-.*,
and normalises these to £ i fifi • >li-.fc (see chapter 1.3). The fitted value then is the
total intensity in the multiplet. Thus you have the option to apply LS-coupling
arguments and give it a try with apart from that arbitary A-values. But, please,
mark the reasons for your choice in the comment block below the multiplet list.

A particular situation that may arise is, that you are currently analysing a spec-
trum with, say, a lot of singly ionised oxygen, and you discover that there is a

4 But it does not have to be! If you calculate "A-values" for a fixed rotation temperature, you
can create an ordinary ion file

5Observe, that most multiplet tables are absorption tables, while the program uses emission
tables. Thus, quite often, the statistical weights have to be entered in reverse order when typing
the file.
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multiplet in four times ionised oxygen at a wavelength which is not resolved6.
MULTlFlT will then assign intensities to both lines, normally underestimating
the singly ionised line. You know, however, that there is only little four times
ionised oxygen. There are two options. Either, you do not include four times
ionised oxygen in the fit at all or you comment out that particular line. You
should do that in your private version of 0_V.DAT by entering a ! in the first
column of all rows that belong to the multiplet. In the following example, which
is a section of the example above, I have commented out multiplet number 3.

2
172.168

3
760.44S

760.229
762.001

761.131
758.677

759.440
4

1371.29

3

S
3
3
1
5
3

5

1

S
3
5
3
3
1

3

450.

16.
5.2
8.6
21.
5.2
6.9

6.7

'2«3p "

'2p"2

•2p-2 "

lP-o'

-3P>

ID'

'2»"2

'2s2p

>2s2p

-IS'

-3P-0

-lP-o'

There may be cases when you cannot correctly predict the intensity ratios within
a multiplet. In that case, enter the individual lines as just that, individual lines,
and give the program free hand to determine their intensities. Maybe after some
100 fits, the average line ratio can be extracted, and retrospectively introduced
as theoretical expectation. We might even be able to write a paper about that.

Finally, a word on the role of unknown multiplets. What we are interested in is
to measure the intensities of identified multiplets, in order to furhter interpret
them. Line identification is just a means to an end. Unindentified lines are there
to enable a good fit. If they are not included, the background will be higher
to compensate. That reduces S2, and that is what the program is designed for.
However, the intensities of multiplets sitting on this background will be wrong,
then. The line shape may also be wrong - who knows. Furthermore, some of
the conditions to stop iteration, like an actually deteriorating fit, may occur.
So, include as many unidentified lines as necessary to enable a good fit of the
identified lines! But, try hard first to identify them!

6This example is complete fiction, the situation does arise, but not in this particular combina-
tion. However, it was forced upon me by the fact, that i chose a short file for the example above
(O.V.DAT) and I intend to demonstrate the solution using that file.



Appendix A

File formats

Apart from the three free1 file formats described here (spectrum data, sensitivity
calibration and fit) there are some more files that the program needs. The lamp
emissivity for sensitivity calibration is as delivered with the LlCOR lamp. The
filter transmission file format is straightforward, just read an existing file and you
will known how to create a new one. SHOTlNFO files are not straightforward, but
they are doomed anyway, so I will not describe them here.

A.I Spectrum data format

The SALOME programs assume the spectrum file name to be S23456.DAT for a
spectrum taken from shot number 23456 or S00111.DAT for a spectrum taken
from shot number 111. If the number is longer than 5 digits, S12345678.DAT
or S00345678.DAT would be used, ie a maximum of 8, allowing date-number
"shotnumbers" like 94040123. The spectra are placed into different directories
for visible and VUV.

The data are expected to be an array of 1024 numbers, representing counts per
channel. Each new line in the file represents a new channel. When created on the
EG&G model 1460 that controls the VUV, running PARCSAM with MSDOS,
spectra files in ASCII format are preceded by four lines representing information
on number of memories, channels etc. After the raw data, the comment line
originally entered is also transferred. PROBESCHUSS will display that for you as
well in the comments display panel (see section 2.3 on page 15).
On the PC with OMA88 software, which controls the visible spectrometer, files
are originally created in some strange format, even though they are MSDOS
formatted. They have to be converted using CONVERT, at present situated in
directory D :\PAR, i.e. the directory where all the data files have been created by
OMA88. These translated files start with raw data right away. Do not worry
about the little difference, both Ml'LTlFlT and PROBESCHUSS take care of it.

'None of the programs expects a certain number of blanks or anything like that. Input is
always in free format (ie READ(LogUnit.OVariable).

44
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Additionally, the spectral dispersion information may be passed to MlLTlFlT
and PROBESCHISS by the spectrum file. If the first row of the file contains $$.
then the immbers that follow in the same row are interpreted as the Tchebycheff
coefficients of the spectral dispersion. This will be superseded by the spectral
dispersion in the fit file, if available. How this information would end up in that
file is up to you.

Should new spectrometers or new data acquisition software come along, remember
that all you really need to supply is a list of 1024 numbers.

A.2 Calibration file format

Here is an example file, namely 450-01 .dat.

11.00000 11.00000 11.00000 11.00000 11.00000
1.559+02 1.559+02 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000*00
1.576+02 1.576+02 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00
1.593+02 1.593+02 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00
1.611+02 1.611+02 0.000+00 0.000+00 O.0OO+O0 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00 0.000+00

1.919+00 1.919+00 3.742+01 3.742+01 6.901+01 6.901+01 7.730+01 7.730+01 1.227+02 1.227+02
1.908+00 1.908+00 3.734+01 3.734+01 6.89S+01 6.895+01 7.725+01 7.725+01 1.222+02 1.222+02
1.898+00 1.898+00 3.725+01 3.725+01 6.890+01 6.890+01 7.719+01 7.719+01 1.217+02 1.217+02

1.887+00 1.887+00 3.716+01 3.716+01 6.884+01 6.884+01 7.714+01 7.714+01 1.212+02 1.212+02
WaT*l«ngth calibration

I« 0
I- 1
•> 2
I* 3
I* 4

•« 5

S.821S0E+02
S.121OOE+O2
1.17660E+01

-2.96030E+00
0.00OOOE+00
0.00000E+00

EITRiP-450 before July 1992

In this example, calibration curves are stored for five spectral orders (see Fig.
2.5). The units are (Counts/Channel)/(10N Photons/cm2 sr Ä)). In this case.
A" = 11 for all five spectral orders. For each spectral order there is a pixel-by-
pixel (the first column) and a smoothed (the second column) curve, altogether
ten. In this particular case, both curves are identical, but for compatibility with
visible spectra this was kept.

After the 1024 rows, there are text fields, which are not used. They will be
printed for information when selecting Graphics : Sensi t ivi ty data.

A.3 Fit file format

The fit file is organized in a preamble and six blocks of data, seperated from
eachother by $0$ - $5$. In the following I will explain block by block. When read,
the programs look for the beginning of these blocks to retrieve the information
that is currently needed. The example is VUV spectrum #24118. which has also
been used to illustrate the use of PROBESCHISS in chapter 2.
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2.0

30-H1R-1993

Ilaus-Dicttr
19-IUY-93
23:52:06

The preamble contains program version number, program creation date, who
submitted, and when. This is translated into text in the comments display panel
(see section 2.3 on page 15).

$0$

1 1022 '4S0-O1
5
11

1.0000E-05
I
O.OOOOE+00
1 .OO00E-O4

20
l.OOOOE+00
F T
1.SS00OO0E+04

' 2

11 11 11 11

This is the content of the fitmode selection panel (see section 2.4 on page 16)
plus some information from the import panel (see section 2.2 on page 13).

1 Channel number range, calibration file name, and whether or not the pixel-
by-pixel (1) or the smoothed (2) calibration curve shall be used.

2,3 The first two rows from the calibration file, ie number of calibrated curves
and magnitude (see section A.2). This enables the determination of the
correct units for multiplet intensities from the fit file alone, without reading
the calibration file again.

4 Follow l ines out to (as in Tables : f i t mode)

5 Type of f i t (as in Tables : f i t mode), F for Linear, T for Logarith-
mic.

6 Power for weight factor (as in Tables : f i t mode)

7 Required accuracy (as in Tables : f i t mode)

8 Maximum number of loops (as in Tables : f i t mode)

9 Damp factor for f i r s t loop (as in Tables : f i t mode)

10 Lift spectrum to posit ive values and Correct e lectronic noise(as
in Read spectrum and f i t ) , F for no, T for yes.

11 Threshold for saturation of channel (as in Tables : f i t mode)
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$1$
i o
6 1 3 69000E+00 1 OOOOOE+00
6 2

17 6
0 6

This is the directory of expected ion species (see chapter 3). If there are specific
lineshapes for a species, its two parameters (FWHM and a or Gaussian and
Lorentzian FWHM) are written in the same line. In the example above, I have
done so for C+, even though this is not really the case for spectrum #24118.

$2$
450

S.83886E+02 S.126S8E+O2 1.I7287E+01 -2.82074E+00
1 3.69000E+00 9.70O00E-01

1.04400E-01 1.2OOOOE-O2 3.03OOOE-O2
8
T

These are the general fit parameters and the spectral dispersion (see section 2.5
on page 17 and section 2.6 on page 19). Here, a 1 in the row for the spectral line
shape refers to the FWHM/a function, a 2 would refer to the Voigt function. If
no higher order efficiencies are necessary (ie visible spectra) the corresponding
line will be empty.

Also, the degree of background polynomial (8 in this case) and whether or not it
shall be considered in higher orders (T) or not (F) is stored here. The coefficients,
however, are stored in the next block

13$
4.912E+O0

6.349E+00
4.S33E+OO
2.923E+O0
9.593E-01
1042E+O0
-2.979E-03
-5.163E-01

as can be seen by comparison with the panel on page 20.

Mf
1 0 2 6.175E+00
6 1 3 6.173E+00
6 1 4 1.638E+01
6 1 1001 7.123E+OO
6 1 1002 1.866E+O0
6 1 1003 3.074E+O0

This is a long list of "nuclear charge, ion charge, multiplet ID, intensity" for each
multiplet with non-0 intensity. This is, in other words, the main block of results,
but the multiplet library files are still necessary to understand the result.
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$ss
6 52232E-03 2.2S753E+OO
3 09346E+05 6.56913E+03 3.38274E+03
4.00286E-03 2.05784E-03 1.20136E-03
1.103E+03
El«ps«d real tim* 00:09:54
Elapsed CPU t UM 00:08:40
128 parameters not OK after 5 loop(s)
Damping factor 1.2SE-01
Chi2 s 6.52E-03

Finally S2, \ 2 , total number of counts and energy (see section 2.5 on page 17), the
wavelength of maximum continuum (an ancient parameter, which I do not use
anymore but which is kept for consistency) plus the final accounting information
(see section 2.3 on page 15).



Appendix B

Installation

The following describes, how to get access to SALOME on our VAX-cluster. This
simplified installation will work properly only, if your account belongs to the group
PLASMA, since files are written to and read from the directory dka200: [PLASMA].
You also need diskquota on dka200:, not only on your own disk. For members
of other groups, there might be priviledge problems. However, this information
is not hardwired in the program, rather set in the command files and data files.
So, with a little bit of extra work, it is also possible to set up the package for a
single user, or for a different group.

• Create a subdirectory [FERMI. SALOME] (for example using SWING), where
you would like to store your command files

• Copy the files in DUA1: [ZASTROW.INSTALL.SALOME] to this directory

• Edit the files PR0BESCHUSS.COM and MULTIFIT.COM and change FERMI to
your own user-ID. In order to get correct access to SCATTERPLOT, SHOT-
INFO and SHOTLlST, make the same change even there.

• Introduce the following lines into your L0GIN.COM

$ PROBESCHUSS : « « [FERMI. SALOME] PROBESCHUSS
$ SCATTERPLOT :=»«[FERMI.SALOME]SCATTERPLOT
$ SHOTLlST :-««[FERMI.SALOME]SHOTLlST
$ SHOTINFO :«««[FERMI.SALOME]SHOTINFO

You may supersede the public definition of panels in PROBESCHUSS.GENERAL by
including a single such definition in your private PROBESCHUSS. COM. This structure
enabled me, as the author, to make changes to the programs that were available
to all users, for example including new options, while all users have the possibility
to make private changes, for example defining a private multiplet library etc. The
other programs in the package, ie SCATTERPLOT, SHOTINFO and SHOTLlST, are
set up in the same way.

49
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The file MULTIFIT. COM is used to execute the actual fitting program in batch. The
command to do this is issued by PROBESCHUSS, which also creates the input file
with fit mode and start values.

Every time you submit spectra for analysis to batch, a new version of the cor-
responding .CTR file will be created. These files will be deleted upon succesful
completion of the batch job. Your main directory will be filled with .LOG files,
one for each job. These files are kept, and contain information of fit progress.
You should delete them once in a while, they are not used in any program.

As mentioned in MULTIFIT.COM, you are the owner of the fit result files for the
jobs you submitted. If you reperform fits for the same spectrum over and over
again (either because you are unexperienced, a perfectionist, really working on
something or the spectrum is ill conditioned) you should clean clean up in the
corresponding directory [PLASMA. **. FITS] as well. Eventually, the ownership
of the files should be given to the account PLASMA, otherwise your diskquota on
dka200: will be exceeded. Note that your quota on your own disk is not affected.

Finally lets have one more look at MULTIFIT. COM. The file [PLASMA. **. SPECTRA]
is read from a directory, and the fit [PLASMA.**.FITS] shall be written to a
directory, which may be changed. The directory names can be given as command
file parameter during execution, since only one spectrum is analysed at a time.
The corresponding files are allocated to the logical units in the program. In
PROBESCHUSS, this is not possible, since neither source nor shot number are
known in advance. Thus, the directory names contain two wildcards, and are
read as character constants from file PLASMADIRECTORIES.DAT, which resides in
my space. Another file that is needed contains the default values for each grating,
namely DEFAULTSETTINGS .DAT. You may easily add new gratings to this list, just
by adding another block of data with a corresponding label, and by amending
the same label in the panel field definition file.

File [FERMI. SALOME] PROBESCHUSS. COM

» • M u d fila for program PROBESCHUSS or PROBESCBUSS.TEST
Calling sequence : »PROBESCHUSS or tPROBESCHUSS .TEST

Klaus-Dieter Zastrov 24.09.92

private multiplet directory

define HULTIPLETSIPRIVITE DUA1:[FERHI.HULTIPLETS]

directory »here .CTR files vill be »ritten to and MULTIFIT COM is stored

SET DEF DUil:[FERMI.SALOME]
f!

•DUil:[ZASTROV.XTRAPCOMM.SALOME]PROBESCHUSS.OEIERAL > PI'

IEIIT
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File [ZASTROW.XTRAPCOMM.SALOME]PROBESCHUSS.GENERAL

$!
$! general part of cossund f i l * for program PIQBESCHUSS
$! t o b t included in PROBESCHUSS COT by «»trj user
$!
$• El»us-Dieter Zastro» 24.09.1992
$•

$•
%'. initialize 16 routines
S!
$ MIA200: [LIBRARY.IG]I6PREPARE HELVETICA
$!
$! public niltiplet library
$!
t DEFIIE/IOLOG HULTIPLETStPUBLIC DIA200: [PLiSHA. HULTIPLETS]
$!
$' input stretas for prograa execution - default assignment, if not
$! previously assigned by calling coastando sequence
$•
$ IF FSTRILIH("FOR040") .IES. "" THE! GOTO A41
$ ASSIGI/I0L06 DUA1: [ZASTROH. XTUPDATA] PLASHADIRECTORIES. DAT FOR040
SA41:
S IF FSTRILIH("F0RO41") .BES. "" THE! GOTO A70
S ASSIGI/I0L06 DUA1: [ZASTR0H.ITRAPC0m.SAL0liElDEFAULTSETni6S.DAT F0RO41
SA70:
$ IF F$TUL1H("FOR070") .IES. "" THE! GOTO A71
$ ASSI6I/I0L06 DUA1:[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]FIELDS.PIL FOR070
$A71:
$ IF F$TRILIH("F0RO71") .IES. "" TBEI GOTO A72
$ ASSI6I/I0L0G DUA1: [ZASTROW. ITRAPPAI. SALOME] Hill. PIL FOR071
$A72:
$ IF F$TRILIH("F0RO72") IES. "" TBEI GOTO A73
S ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1:[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]STORE.PIL F0RO72
SA73:
$ IF FITRBLBM("FOR073") BES. "" TBEI GOTO A74
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1: [ZASTROH.XTRAPPAI.SALORE]IMPORT.PIL F0RO73
$A74:
$ IF F$TRILIH("F0R074") .BES. ••" TBEI GOTO A75
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1: [ZASTROW. ITRAPPAI. SALOME] STYLE. PIL F0RO74
IA7S:
$ IF FtTMLIM("F0RO75") .IES. "" TBEI GOTO A76
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1: [ZASTROW.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]LAYOUT.PIL F0RO7S
IA76:
$ IF F$TRILIH("FOR076") IES. "" TBEB GOTO A77
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1:[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]FITHODE.PIL F0R076
$A77:
f IF FtTRILIM("F0RO77") IES •"• TBEI GOTO A78
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1:[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]FITRESULTS.PIL F0RO77
$A78:
$ IF F$TRILIH("F0RO78") IES "" TBEB GOTO A79
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1:[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]SPECDISP.PIL F0RO78
IA79:
$ IF F$TULIM("F0RO79") IBS "" TBEI GOTO A80
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUA1:[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]BACIGROUID.PIL F0R079
IASO:
* IF F*TRILIH("FOR080") IES. "" TBEI GOTO A81
f ASSIOI/IOLOG DUA1:[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]SPECIES.PIL FOR060
SA81:
$ IF F$TRBLIH("FOR081") IES. "" TBEI GOTO A82
$ ASSIGI/IOLOG DUil:[ZASTRO*.ITRAPPAI.SALOME]SUBMIT.PIL F0R081
SA82:
$ IF FITRILIH("F0RO82") IES "" TBEI GOTO EIDA
$ ASSIGB/BOLOG D0A1;[ZASTROH.ITRAPPAB.SALOME]SEBSITIVITY.PBL FOR082
$!
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DEFIIE/USERJIODE SYStHPUT SYSSCMUID:
Mil DUil: [ZASTROH XTUPLOåD] PROBESCIUSS >

I

*• fimm logical units
•

DE1SSIGI F0RO4O

DEASSIGI FOR07O

S DEISSIGI F0B082

File [FERMI. SALOME] MULTIFIT. COM

for p r o p » HULTIFIT or mn.TIFIT.TEST

'. program is axacnta »it» dafault sat to PLASM, in ordar to »rit« files th«r«
i

! I0TE : this docs not maan that PLASM is tha m « of tha fit filas •
! Uho«**r runs th« prograa sill b* tha onwr of tht ctaatad filas
! «»«n though th«f «r« in tha directory [PLASM ]

Calling saqnanca : MULTIFIT OiractorynaBa ShotaaBbar

or : MULTIFIT Hii «i I in )iim Shotnaabar .TEST

Valid diractory
EXTMPVUV, QTUPVISIBLE for tha currant data
Tl-VUV and Tl-VISIBLE for data from tha old davica (nntU SBBBMT 89)
T1UA-VUV and TlUi-VISIBLE for data from tha F-contaaiutad Tl-npgrada (1990)
BOLLWCATBODE, VASCATBOI

Shotnnabars ara 146S9 or 00018 (Fortran Format IS 5)

Klaas-Diatar Zastros 24.09.92

! directory ahara amltipalts ara *torad

dafina HULTIPLETSIPtlViTE D0A1: [FEMI HULTIPLETS]

dafina HULTIPLETSSPUBLIC DKA200: [PLASM.RULTIPLETS]
i

! input straaas for program axacntion

! this diractory contains both spactra and calibration carvas
i

SET DEF DKA200: [PLASM. 'PI' SPECTRA]

ASSIGI S'P2'.DAT
ASSIGI [ P U S H . >P1>.FITS]F'P2>.DAT
ASSIGI DUA1: [FEMI.SALOME] 'PI >.'P2> CTK

Mil DUil: [ZiSTROV XTUPLOÅD]IIULTIFIT'P3'
i

! dalata job control fila aftar saccasfol axacution
i

DEL/I0C0IF1MI DUil:[FEIMI.SALOME]'PI>.> P2 >.CTR;•

tniT

F0R010
F0R011
F0R020
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File PLASMADIRECTORIES.DAT

>[PLASMA.«•.SPECTRA]S*.DAT >

•[PLASHA.••.FITS]F».DAT'

> [PLASM.**.SHOTIIF0]I*.DAT'
c _.

1 : directory nue ahere ras sp*ctr* »r« stor*

2 : " fits are stored
3 : " plasma data lik* currant *tc. »r* stored

the >••> will b« replaced by th« experiment name
EXTBAPVUV, EXTRAPVISIBLE for th« current deTice
Tl-VUV , Tl-VISIBLE for the old Tl (until n w r 89)
T1UA-VUV , T1UA-VISIBLE for the F-contaainated Tl-upgrade (1990)
VASCATROI. HOLLOHCATHDDE

the '*> »ill be replaced by the shot number (format 15.5)

File DEFAULTSETTINGS.DAT

$0 ! unknown - default
1.00OO0E+O3 F 5.00O00E+O1 F

1 4.60O00E+O0 F 9.70000E-01 F

1
F

1290 ! VUV
8.973S2E+02 F 7.86306E+02 F 1.80996E+O1 F -4.43824E+00 F

1 4.60000E+00 F 9.7OOO0E-01 F
1.7OO0OE-O2 F 6.00000E-02 F 1.30OO0E-O2 F 9.60000E-03 F 6.00000E-03 F 2.80000E-03 F 2.78201E-03 F 3.76253E-03

F
10

T
I4S0 ! WV

5.82700E+02 F 5.12S69E+O2 F 1.17428E+O1 F -2.920235*00 F
1 3.69000E+00 F 9.70000E-01 F

1.04400E-01 F 1.2OOOOE-O2 F 3.03000E-02 F
8

T
12105 ! VUV
2.07179E+02 F 1.13895E+O2 F 2.51218E+OO F -6.63.41E-01 F

1 1.35000E+O0 F 1.18000E-01 F
3.92287E-02 F

8
T
11180 ! 1/2 •
2.48321E+03 F -2.08923E+02 F -1.03765E+O0 F
1 1.87687E+00 F 1.23893E+OO F

2
F
$2400 ! 1 m
3.02799E+03 F S.12060E+01 F
2 3.97000E-01 F 2.15OO0E-O1 F

default settings for all grating* that can be expected

structure for each grating :
1450 etc : flag, that net grating starts
then : data for lach grating lika in .CTR fil» (|2|), also fixed/free

- spectral dispersion

- lineshipe
- higher order efficiencies
- degree of background polynomial
- flag, if background shall be considered in higher order

Ilaus-Dieter Zastro» 930624
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How to use panels

The very first thing you can do, when running a program that uses panels, is to
press Help, whereupon the screen will change according to Fig. C.I on page 55.!

Whenever you press Help, you will get this help panel, when pressing Help one
more time, it will disappear again. It will look different depending on which type
of panel is currently active and which field the cursor is on.

Another defined function key is F1/PF1 which simply cleans up the screen. All
output, that is not from panels, like error messages, will be erased and the screen
with only the panels in all their beauty will be restored. F2/PF2 moves the
headline to another location on your screen (i.e. either top, bottom or outside).
You may also print the current screen by pressing F3/PF3, or store its contents in
a file by pressing F4/PF4. This is not always useful, however. I used it to create
this manual, so thats why this option is there.

The headline will normally contain just the information which keys you should
press to get help, clean up the screen, move the headline, print or store the
screen. Additional information on the current computer (ie CPU) is contained in
it. Sometimes the program may write a message to this headline. Also broadcasts
will be displayed there, in order not to corrupt the screen. It will than blink to
attract your attention.

The keys defined as Prev Screen and Next Screen function on VT330 and
VT340 terminals. There, if the display is defined with more rows than fit on
the screen (=24), the display region moves up and down.
There are four different panel types

1 Scrolling data output panels, which do not allow any data manipulation.

2 Option Menus, both in the form of Single Option Menu (see example in
Fig. C.I ) and Multiple Option Menus.

3 Multiple Data Entry panels. The input fields in this type of panel will be
discussed further down.

'The help panels in this chapter are shown on a background taken from PROBESCHUSS.
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HELP I PF1:Cleanup I PF2:Pop helpline
+ < ProbeS+
I Read spectrum an I
I Tables : comment I
I fit modi
I generalI
I spectral
I backgroI
I multipll

specifi I

I PF3:Print I PF4:Store SMGPBD.LIS
SIIGLE OPTIOH HEHU

FY1MY3

I
I Select species
I
I Change : display I Move cursor
I window I
I Graphics : As se+
I Fit manipulation
I Fit composition
I Sensitivity data
I Submit spectrum for fit
I Sensitivity calibration
I Exit program

I I I 11 Cleanup I Headline I

I iPrev iHext I|7 |8 |9

I up I 14 IS 16

I left I down I right 111 12 13
| + + + ++ + +

10 Arrow Key Mode I

II
• II
I II
+ ++

I ++
-+ I

I I
+ I
I I
+ I
I I
• I

+ 1

Figure C.I: Help panel on a Single Option Menu. The different keys for VT100
compatible keypads are filled in with their function. Empty fields indicate keys
that are not active

4 Long Character Entry panels

In all panels of type 2, 3 and 4 you may move the cursor with the arrow keys to
another panel field. The current cursor field is displayed inverse, i.e. with black
characters on a white field, if your screen is black, or with white characters on a
black field, if your screen is white.

You can also move the window or the Keypad help panel location on your screen.
Do this, by switching the arrow key mode hitting '0*. The cursor mode then
cycles through Move cursor, Move window l,Move window 10, Move keypad 1,
Mov i keypad 10. In this way you can move the panel you want help on and the
help panel to opposite corners of the screen. Otherwise, you have a great chance,
that the help panel covers what you want help with.
In the example above, which is a Single Option Menu (as indicated by the banner
of the helppanel) you select the option you want to choose (i.e. Exit program) by
moving the cursor to that field. In a Multiple Option Menu, you select options by
pressing Select and un-select them again by Remove when the cursor is positioned
on the field.

The story becomes a little more difficult for Multiple Data Entry and Long Char-
acter Entry panels. In these panels, different fields - i.e. parts of the screen where
you can move the cursor to - allow different kinds of manipulations, depending
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Current F i t Mode Data FY1MY3
+ < ProbeSchuss > ++ Stored spectra +
I Read spectrum and f i t I I Spectrum 1 * IEztrap VUV I 24118 I
|T+ Fit mode data + I I
I I First channel for f i t I 1 1 1 I
I I Last channel for f i t I 1022 + +
I I Follow l i n e s out to I 9.9999997E-06|pecies +
I I Type of f i t I Logarithmic I I
I I Poser for weig+ MULTIPLE DATA EITRY PAIEL
I I Required accurl
ISI Maximum number I + + + ++ + + +
I I Damp factor fol I I I 11 Cleanup I Headline I I
iClThreshold for I + + + ++ + + +
| + + | | P r e v | I e x t | | 7 lowest 18 •10.019 highest I
I Graphics : As sel + + + ++ + + +
I Fit ml I up I 14 -1.015 +-|6 +1.01
I Fit c I + + + ++ + + +
I Sensil I l e f t I down I r i g h t l l l |2 / 10 .0 | 3 |
I Submit spectrum I + + + ++ + + +
I Sens i t iv i ty ca l i l Move keypad 1 |0 Arrow Key Mode I I
I Exit program I + + +

Figure C.2: Help panel on a Real field in a Multiple Data Entry Panel

on their definition. The possible field content manipulations are always displayed
in the help panel, see for example Fig. C.2 on page 56. You may encounter the
following field types

Fields of type None never do not allow under no circumstances whatso-
ever no content modification, they are just for result display. This is also
indicated by the cursor, which is not reversed when positioned on these
fields.

'L' In fields of type List, you may select among a list of predefined options.
You cannot enter any text directly.

T These fields may only contain Integer numbers. If you enter a real number,
like 2.499, the panel will convert it to the next integer, in this case 2. If
you enter for example Donald Duck, the panel will complain. Your input
is also checked to be inside a certain range.

'R' Fields of type Real may only contain real numbers, valid real numbers are
15, 16.3-2 or 8.34E-04, whereas Kalle Anka would still be forbidden. Your
input is checked to be inside a predefined range.

C Character fields may contain anything, also blanks only. In Multiple Data
Entry fields they are 15 characters long, in Long Character Entry panels
their length is 75. Your entry is not checked.
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If you wish to type a new entry into fields of type Integer, Real or Character
in a multiple data entry panel, just start typing. The old field content will be
erased, and your entry is visible instead. The field color, however, is not reversed
then, indicating that your value is not accepted yet. When you are finished, press
Return once. Your entry is then checked for consistency. For fields of type List,
typing entries is not allowed, instead you have to use function keys (see further
down).

In Long Character Entry panels, you have to press the key 5 in the Keypad in
order to enter characters. The old field content is left visible, thus allowing for
small changes only. Hit Return once, when your entry is complete.

In addition to typing values into fields, the following Keypad key functions offer
the possibility to modify input field contents.

5 can be used, if you want to change the sign of the content of fields of type
Integer or Real.

6 can be used, if you want to add 1 to the content of fields of type Integer
or 1.0 to the content of fields of type Real. In fields of type List, this key
procedes to the next list element.

4 has the opposite function to 6, i.e. you may add -1 to the content of fields
of type Integer or -1.0 to the content of fields of type Real. In fields of
type List, this key procedes to the previous list element.

8 multiplies the content of a field of type Real by 10.0.

2 has the opposite function to 8, i.e. it devides the content of a field of type
Real with 10.0.

7 fills the field with the lowest allowed value for Integer and Real fields or
with the first member of the list of options in List fields.

9 has the opposite function to 7, i.e. it fills the field with the highest allowed
value for Integer and Real fields or with the last member of the list of
options in List fields.

Should any of the operations associated with the keys 5, 6, 4, 8, 2 result in a value
outside the specified range, the highest or lowest possible value or list element
respectively is put in the field.
When you are satisfied with the whole set of data and selected options, hit Return
to continue program execution.
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How to use Interactive Graphics

D.I General remarks on terminals

The workstations1 and the following terminals at Fysik I, KTH connected to
F Y I M Y I , are supported by the interactive graphics package : the VT330, the
PCs running SMARTERM and the Macs running MAC240 . These terminals use
a protocol called R E G I S . All terminals are capable to show panels, which will
have slightly different appearance and, mainly, speed.

Some of the differences between the results using R E G I S and UIS, which is the
graphics protocol on the workstation, are:

- Method for interaction. Since the UIS package contains so called "Asyn-
chronous System Trap" routines, user input sequences are more free. The
mouse can be used in an efficient way2. On the emulated VT240/VT241-
terminals, the normal R E G I S interaction does not seem to work properly
and is thus replaced by a simple output device selection. The different
interaction methods are described in chapter D.2 on page 59 for the work-
station, in chapter D.3 on page 61 for VT300 series and in chapter D.4 on
page 63 for VT200 series terminals.

- Speed. The data transfer is serial to terminals and parallel to the worksta-
tion screen.

- Line types. Not all dashed line types appear the same. This is more a
matter of personal taste...

- Symbols. Filled and grey symbols do not appear as such on VT240/VT241-
series terminals. For some reason, which is not sorted out yet, the MAC240

emulation of R E G I S does not display symbols at all.

- Text. Legibility of large amounts of text in graphics is poor in R E G I S .

'The X-Windows translation of CIS is poor, however.
2Apart from the fact that we don't have a mouse for the VT330, it would not be as useful

anyway.
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- Page format. On the workstation, both landscape and portrait viewports
are possible. On R E G I S devices, selection of portrait orientation will be
reflected in hardcopies. not on the screen. The same is true for posters,
which will have the correct aspect ratio only on the workstation, reduced
in size of course.

When you run your program on the workstation, the program is executed imme-
diately. This is known by the program, since the terminal name of your session
starts with WT or FT when you are logged in on the workstation. In other
cases, the SYS$WORKSTATION may still be accessible, and so it is always one of
the menu choices. Sometimes this will mean, that the graphics appear on the
workstation screen of F Y I M Y I or F Y 1 M Y 2 . and not on the terminal on which
you are currently working!

When you run your program on a R E G I S terminal, you will be presented with
a menu, that allows you to select the specific terminal type. R E G I S capabil-
ity of terminals is something the program can check in advance, not however
the specific terminal type. Possible values are SYS$WORKSTATION, VT300, VT340
monochrome, VT340 color, VT240, or VT241. After that selection, the program
is executed. There are some slight differences between VT330 and VT340 termi-
nals (they have got one at the Alfvén Laboratory), which result in unexpected
results for the interactive options if you select the wrong terminal. As the names
suggest, the VT340 color mode draws each trace in a different color, whilst the
VT340 monochrome mode results in monochrome output. The VT240, and VT241
mode are the ones to use with SMARTERM on the PC or MAC240 (sic!) on
the Macintosh. The interactive options that work on VT240 and VT241 are
restricted.

When you run your program on a non-REGIS terminal, you will be presented with
a menu, that allows you to select the output device for hardcopies or storage, i.e.
SYS$WORKSTATION, Laser Plot ter ,Line Printer , UIS f i l es , orIPLOT f i l es .
After that selection, the program is executed. You cannot change the selection.
You cannot look at the graphs in advance. Good Luck!

D.2 Interactive Graphics on the workstation

After calling graphics options from the program (see chapter 2), the main terminal
screen will be erased, and a viewport will be created that contains your graphics.
Together with it, there will be a viewport, that contains menu options.
Move the pointer into a square that contains the text for any of the options. The
square will change its colour. This indicates, that you can select this option by
pressing any of the mouse buttons. After pressing the button, the field will be
overlayed by a fill pattern, indicating that you selected it. The pattern is visible,
as long as a menu field is activated. Your further action will depend on which
option you chose.
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X Rescale: Move the pointer into a graphics window. Press the left mouse
button to select the new lower x-axis limit, press the right
mouse button to select the new upper x-axis limit. You can
change this selection several times. Only the last selection
is used. The current selection is marked with vertical lines.
The graphics window is redrawn, when you leave it with the
pointer.

Y Rescale: Like X Rescale, just for lower and upper y-axis limit. The
current selection is marked with horizontal lines.

W(X/Y) Rescale: Move the pointer into a graphics window. Press the left mouse
button to select a new corner, press the right mouse but-
ton to select the opposite corner. You can change this se-
lection several times. Only the last selection is used. The
current selection is marked by a frame around the selected
area. The graphics window is redrawn, when you leave it with
the pointer.

Full X Scale: Move the pointer into a graphics window. Press any mouse
button to select the window. The graphics window is redrawn
with the same y-axis limits and autoscaling for the x-axis data,
when you leave it with the pointer.

Full Y Scale: Like Full X Scale, gives the same x-axis limits and autoscal-
ing for the y-axis data.

Replay Window:

Cursor:

Delete Trace:

Move the pointer into a graphics window. Press any mouse
button to select the window. The graphics window is redrawn
with the previous set of x-axis and y-axis limits when you leave
it with the pointer. This option is useful, when you made a
mistake in any of the previous actions. You can go back up to
ten layers by repeating this procedure.

Move the pointer into a graphics window. The x-axis value
and y-axis value of the current cursor position are displayed
above the associated window. The displayed values track your
every move. Press any mouse button while the cursor is in the
vicinity of a curve, to lock the cursor to it. (Works for traces
with ordered x- or y-axis only). Click again, to free it.

Move the pointer on a point or curve. Press any mouse button.
If the workstation bleeps, this trace is selected for deletion. If
not, the cursor was not close enough to a trace, try again! You
may delete several traces. The graphics window is redrawn
without the traces you deleted when you leave it with the
pointer. Only complete traces can be deleted. You cannot
censor experimental data with this option.
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Recover Traces: Move the pointer into a graphics window. Press any mouse
button to select the window. The graphics window is redrawn
including all data you deleted previously, when you leave it
with the pointer.

Pr inter : The graph is printed on the line printer. No further action
is required. The terminal is locked whilst output is prepared.
You should only use this option, when the laser plotter is
down, since the quality is rather poor and the time taken is
quite long.

Laser Plo t ter : The graph is printed on the laser plotter. No further action is
required. The terminal is locked whilst output is prepared.

Store (IIS)

Store (IPLOT)

The graph is stored in Uisformat. You can execute RENDERon
this picture or edit it with SIGHT. See VMS Workstation Soft-
ware Guide for Printing Graphics and the SIGHTmanual for
details. No further action is required. The terminal is locked
whilst the output file is prepared.

The graph is stored in IPLOT3 input file format. You can edit
the file with your ordinary text editor. This is useful for prepa-
ration of high quality graphs for publication. Automatically
created output has the tendency to be quite messy. See the
IPLOTmanual for details.

Exit Return: Returns to calling program. No further action is required.

In addition to these standard options, there may be options specific for the pro-
gram (socalled "User Options", see chapter 2.13). You use them in the same way,
i.e. select the menu field first and then move the pointer into the window, where
you wish to have these options in effect, and press any of the mouse buttons
there. While moving with the cursor in a window, the current (x,y)-coordinates
are displayed on top of it. like in option Cursor. The place where you pressed
the mouse button is marked with a pattern, that depends on the programmers
choice. The maximum number of selections in a window can be limited. The
marks are non-permanent, i.e. they do not appear on hardcopies and are gone
when vou rescale the window.

D.3 Interactive Graphics on the VT330/VT340

After calling graphics, the main terminal screen will be erased, and the terminal
will be switched to R E G I S mode. After the graph has been drawn, a mini-menu
is drawn to its right, with single characters indicating the options you may select.

3©Hakan Danared, MSI
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Each of the options corresponds to one available on the workstation. The menu
item field display will be reversed for the currently activated option.
You select options, by pressing these keys. The cursor has to be at the position
in the graphics window, where the option shall take effect. You move the cursor
with the arrow keys. When pressing the Shift key at the same time, the cursor
moves faster.

X X Rescale: When you press this key once, you select a new x-axis limit.
The selected limit is marked by a vertical dashed line. In the bottom line
of the display, the message Select second limit appears. When you do
so, the graphics window is redrawn.

Y Y Rescale: Like X Rescale:, just for two new y-axis limits.

W W(X/Y) Rescale: When you press this key once, you select a new corner.
Yon get the message Select second limit, When you move the cursor,
the new window borders you would get are marked by a rubber band box.
When you select "W" again, the graphics window is redrawn.

- Full X Scale: The graphics window that contains the cursor is redrawn
with the same y-axis limits and autoscaling for the x-axis data.

| Full Y Scale: Like Full X Scale:, results in the same x-axis limits and
autoscaling for the y-axis data.

< Replay Window: The graphics window that contains the cursor is redrawn
with the previous set of x-axis and y-axis limits.

C Cursor: The x-axis value and y-axis value of the current cursor position is
displayed in the indicator line.

D Delete Trace: The curve the cursor is located on is marked for deletion.
The messages Selected data deleted or Data NOT deleted appear in
the indicator line. In the latter case the cursor was not close enough to
the trace you wanted to delete, try again! The graphics window is redrawn
without the traces you deleted when you press any other key. Until then,
you may select several traces for deletion.

R Recover Traces: The graphics window that contains the cursor is redrawn
including all data you deleted previously.

P Pr inter : The graph is printed on the line printer. The terminal is locked
whilst output is prepared.

L Laser P lo t t e r : The graph is printed on the laser plotter. The terminal is
locked whilst output is prepared.

U Store (UIS): The graph is stored in UIS format.
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I Store (IPLOT) : The graph is stored in IPLOT input file format.

E Exit Return: Returns to calling program.

In addition to these standard options, you may have options specific for the
program (socalled '"User Options"). You use them in the same way, i.e. press
the associated key when the pointer is at the location, where you wish to have
these options in effect. The place where you pressed the key is marked with a
pattern, that depends on the option. The maximum number of selections in a
window might be limited. The marks are non-permanent, i.e. they do not appear
on hardcopies and are gone when you rescale the window.

D.4 Interactive Graphics on the VT240/VT241

After calling graphics, the main terminal screen will be erased, and the terminal
will be switched to R E G I S mode. After the graph has been drawn, a mini-menu
is drawn below, on which you move around using the arrow keys.

Pr in te r : The graph is printed on the line printer. The terminal is locked
whilst output is prepared.

Laser P lo t t e r : The graph is printed on the laser plotter. The terminal is locked
whilst output is prepared.

Exit Return: Returns to calling program.

No other options are available. The graph that has been produced is scrolled
upwards like ordinary text, thus after selection of Laser p lo t ter , you will have
the graph a little further up, and the menu appearing once more. This is just
one more of the nasty bugs.

D.5 Hardcopy Output

Whenever you create graphics output, the current display is translated to a .UIS
file first. If you requested Laser Plotter and Printer output, this file is then
translated to POSTSCRIPT or SlXEL respectivly in batch mode. This shortens
the time the terminal is locked. However, for a short time your diskquota is
increased, until the files are prepared and printed. Both .UIS and .PS or .LIS
files will be deleted on succesful completion. If you request hardcopies faster than
the printers can manage, you may actually exceed your allocated diskquota! So,
check that you have enough space left before.

Your root directory will be filled up with command files, that perform the print
jobs in batch mode. These files are created every time you request a hardcopy.
You should purge these command files in your root directory from time to time.



Appendix E

Information for potential
programers

Once the need arises to make changes to the programs, the following information
might be useful. Of course, you would have to make a copy of the whole
directory structure and all files to your space first! For this, replace
every occurence of ZASTROW in any of the file names and in the files by your own
username. There are not too many files where this string occurs, mainly in the
command files and in some common blocks.

The FORTRAN source codes are in the directories

• dual :[username.XTRAPPROG.SALOME] for MuLTIFIT and PROBESCHUSS

• dual: [username.XTRAPPROG.SCATTER] for ScATTERPLOT and SHOTLlST

• dual:[username.XTRAPPROG.SHOTINFO] for SHOTINFO

where there is one file for each (sub)routine, the filename is identical to the routine
name, the extension is . FOR. The routines access common blocks, included in files
with the extension .CBL. The main program has the full name as stated above,
subroutine names and common blocks start with two characters for each program,
namely

• MF for MULTIFIT

• PS for PROBESCHUSS

• SP for SCATTERPLOT

• SI for SHOTINFO

PROBESCHUSS even calls MF and SI routines. SCATTERPLOT calls MF, PS and SI
routines. There is one more common block included in PROBESCHUSS, namely
SHOTINFO.CBL which, as the name suggests, originally belongs to SHOTINFO.
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Also S C A T T L R P L O T includes several common blocks that belong to SHOTlNFO,
Ml LTlFlT and P R O B E S C H I S S . This has the consequence that, whenever you
make changes to these common blocks that will force you to recompile, you also
have to recompile the other programs.

Recompilation and linking is easy, since there are command files for each program
to do the job correctly. These are placed in the directories

• dua l : [username.XTRAPCOMM.SALOME] for MlLTIFIT and PROBESCHTSS

• dual:[username.XTRAPCOMM.SCATTER] for SCATTERPLOT

• dual:[username.XTRAPCOMM.SHOTINFO] for SHOTlNFO

The command files are called

• C0MP.COM executes FORTRAN on a routine, and places it either in an object
library1 or in the correct directory.

• REC0MP.COM executes C0MP.COM on all routines for each program.

• RELINK.COM links each program with all relevant librarys2. As a result, you
will always get a test version of each routine, which will be placed in the
directory dua l : [username.XTRAPLOAD].

Finally, the panel definition files are placed in

• dual:[username.XTRAPPAN.SALOME] for P R O B E S C H I S S

• dua l : [username.XTRAPPAN.SCATTER] for SCATTERPLOT and SHOTLlST

• dual:[username.XTRAPPAN.SHOTINFO] for SHOTlNFO

'At present, the object librarys SALOME.0LB, SCATTERPLOT.0LB and SH0TIIFO.0LB are in the
directory dual: [username.XTRAPLOAD].

2For MULTIFIT, the command file is actually called RELIMKFIT.COM and for PROBESCHUSS it
is called RELIMKPR0BE.COM.
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